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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation, I investigate the electronic properties of two important
silicon(Si)-based heterojunctions 1) hydrogenated amorphous silicon/crystalline sil-
icon (a-Si:H/c-Si) which has already been commercialized in Heterojunction with
Intrinsic Thin-layer (HIT) cells and 2) gallium phosphide/silicon (GaP/Si) which has
been suggested to be a good candidate for replacing a-Si:H/c-Si in HIT cells in order
to boost the HIT cells efficiency.
In the first part, the defect states of amorphous silicon (a-Si) and a-Si:H ma-
terial are studied using density functional theory (DFT). I first employ simulated
annealing using molecular dynamics (MD) to create stable configurations of a-Si:H,
and then analyze the atomic and electronic structure to investigate which structural
defects interact with H, and how the electronic structure changes with H addition. I
find that H atoms decrease the density of mid-gap states and increase the band gap
of a-Si by binding to Si atoms with strained bonds. My results also indicate that
Si atoms with strained bonds creates high-localized orbitals in the mobility gap of
a-Si, and the binding of H atoms to them can dramatically decrease their degree of
localization.
In the second part, I explore the effect of the H binding configuration on the
electronic properties of a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructure using density functional theory
studies of models of the interface between a-Si:H and c-Si. The electronic properties
from DFT show that depending on the energy difference between configurations, the
electronic properties are sensitive to the H binding configurations.
In the last part, I examine the electronic structure of GaP/Si(001) hetero-
junctions and the effect of hydrogen H passivation at the interface in comparison to
interface mixing, through DFT calculations. My calculations show that due to the
i
heterovalent mismatch nature of the GaP/Si interface, there is a high density of lo-
calized states at the abrupt GaP/Si interface due to the excess charge associated with
heterovalent bonding, as reported elsewhere. I find that the addition of H leads to
additional bonding at the interface which mitigates the charge imbalance, and greatly
reduces the density of localized states, leading to a nearly ideal heterojunction.
ii
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Chapter 1
SILICON BASED HETEROJUNCTION SOLAR CELL TECHNOLOGY
With a global market share above 90%, crystalline silicon (c-Si) based photovoltaics
(PV) is by far the most important solar cell technology today. The implementation
of new concepts, advanced cell technologies and the use of improved materials in c-Si
solar cells could result in cheaper and more universal solar power generation prod-
ucts which are able to compete with and replace fossil energy sources. While costs
associated with cell processing typically account for less than 20% of the total mod-
ule cost and only about 10% at the system level [1], increasing the power conversion
efficiency of the solar cell offers a direct pathway to further reducing the levelized
cost of electricity (LCOE) [9, 10]. One of the best strategies which has demonstrated
a great potential in improving the efficiency is the use of heterojunctions with Si.
In this regard, a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction solar cells have achieved the world effi-
ciency record for Si solar cells of 26.6% [11]. In this chapter, we first briefly discuss
advanced concepts in improving silicon solar cell technology. We then specifically
concentrate on the idea of increasing the conversion efficiency of silicon solar cells
by employing novel heterojunction designs, tandem multi-junction architectures, and
carrier-selective passivating contact schemes and, finally we explain the motivation
of our work in the context of c-Si heterojunction solar cells. The reader who is inter-
ested in more details in the status and perspective of all aspects of crystalline silicon
solar cell technology is refered to several good reviews by Battaglia, Saga, Glunz, and
Frischknecht [2, 12–14].
1.1 Approaches
The topics within the value chain of Silicon solar cells are split into three areas: ma-
terials, processes, and products:
1
Materials: Reducing the consumption or replacing of some materials is necessary in
order to ensure availability, avoid environmental risks, reduce costs, and increase ef-
ficiency. Price development plays a major role in making PV-generated electricity
competitive with other renewable and fossil sources of energy.
Processes: New technologies and materials, and highly productive manufacturing
equipment, are required to reduce production costs. By providing information on
key production figures, as well as details about processes designed to increase cell
efficiency and module power output, this roadmap constitutes a guide to new de-
velopments and aims to support their progress. The section on processes identifies
manufacturing and technology issues for each segment of the value chain. Manufac-
turing topics center on raising productivity, while technological developments aim to
ensure higher cell and module efficiencies.
Products: Each part of the value chain has a final product. The product section there-
fore discusses the anticipated development of key elements such as ingots, wafers, c-Si
solar cells, modules and PV systems over the coming years.
Here we only discuss the products area which by our devision includes the hetero-
junction solar cell technology.
1.2 Products
One of the most important product of todays wafer market for c-Si solar cell man-
ufacturing is mono-crystalline silicon solar cells. Monocrystalline solar panels have
the highest efficiency rates since they are made out of the highest-grade silicon. On
October 2015, SolarCity announced that it has developed the worlds most efficient
solar panels. The new panels convert more than 22% of sunlight into electricity. Just
days later Panasonic announced it had trumped that achievement, with a new world
record module conversion efficiency of 22.5% on a commercial sized prototype using
solar cells based on mass production technology. The test results were confirmed by
2
the Japanese National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology. The
72-cell, 270-watt prototype incorporates newly developed enhanced technology that
will eventually be scaled into volume production. However, monocrystalline solar
panels are the most expensive. In recent years, improvements in polycrystalline in-
got, cell and module production efficiencies have lead to polycrystalline solar panels
becoming more widespread due to the benefits from costs advantages over mono Si
panels. The process used to make polycrystalline silicon is simpler and costs less.
The amount of waste silicon is less compared to monocrystalline. Most monocrys-
talline panel manufacturers that still make are forced to increase performance in order
to compete with polycrystalline panels. One approach to boost the performance of
monocrystalline cell is employing heterojunction designs.
The silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cell was pioneered in the early 1990s by
Sanyo (acquired in 2010 by Panasonic) and has been commercialized under the HIT
trademark (heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer) [15]. Using this concept, Kaneka,
Japan, achieved a cell efficiency of 25.1% in 2015. Very recently, Yoshikawa et al. [11]
demonstrated a new world record efficiency of 26.6% by combining the HIT cell with
interdigitated back contacts. The current edition of the International Technology
Roadmap for Photovoltaic (ITRPV) predicts a mainstream market for SHJ cells with
double-sided contacts [1]. Within this market, heterojunction (HIT/SHJ) cells are
projected to reach significant market share over conventional mono silicon cells by
2027, as can be seen in Fig. 1.1. Similar to HIT/SHJ cells, Si-based tandem cells
are also expected to appear in mass production operations after 2019.
1.3 Silicon Heterojunction Solar Cells
A schematic of a silicon heterojunction cell is depicted in Fig. 1.2. The silicon
heterojunction concept is based on two critical innovations. First, it makes use of
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Figure 1.1: Worldwide market shares for different cell technologies [1].
a thin hydrogenated amorphous silicon layer to achieve excellent surface passivation
[16, 17]. To ensure such passivation, it is critical that deposition processes be tuned
to obtain atomically sharp interfaces between the wafer and buffer layers, devoid of
any unintentionally grown epitaxial silicon [18–21]. Second, this thin passivating film
is inserted underneath the electron-selective and hole-selective contact layers [15],
yielding virtually recombination-free surfaces, even for the areas contacted by the
metal electrodes (Fig. 1.2). This translates into a very high open-circuit voltage [22],
with values as high as 750 mV, obtained by Panasonic for a two-side-contacted cell
with an efficiency of 24.7% [23]. Note that the theoretical, Auger-limited open-circuit
voltage for a wafer with similar thickness (110 um), is 761 mV [24, 25], underlining
the remarkable passivation achieved with this technology.
The fabrication process sequence starts with surface texturing and cleaning,
followed by passivation of both sides of the silicon wafer with a thin layer of in-
trinsic hydrogenated amorphous silicon [26]. These films are usually deposited by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition and are only about 5 nm in thickness
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the components of a silicon heterojunction cell [2].
[19, 27, 28]. These films can be considered the heart of the silicon heterojunction
solar cell, as they yield very effective passivation, while simultaneously being trans-
parent for charge carrier transport. As a consequence, their electronic [29–32] and
microstructural [33, 34] properties as well as their deposition processes [35–38] have
been extensively studied. Rather than relying on dopant diffused regions of the same
material (crystalline silicon) to separate the charge carriers, in silicon heterojunction
technology such separation is achieved by a combination of doping and use of a wider
band gap material, producing nearly ideal carrier-selective contacts. To form these,
doped amorphous silicon layers with thicknesses of about 10 nm are deposited on top
of the intrinsic layer. Boron is used as a dopant to obtain a p-type layer for transport-
ing the holes, and phosphorus is used to obtain an n-type layer for conducting the
electrons. Both dopants are incorporated into the films by adding relevant precursor
gasses during film deposition, such as trimethylboron and phosphine. Direct depo-
sition of the doped layers on the crystalline silicon surface degrades passivation, as
dopant incorporation generates a significant amount of recombination-active defects
in amorphous silicon, explaining the need for intrinsic buffer layers in this technology
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[39, 40]. The doped layers may alter the surface passivation when deposited on the
intrinsic buffer layers because they can change the carrier concentrations inside the
wafer (this is evidenced in Fig. 1.3 by a bending of the energy bands in equilibrium)
[41]. Interestingly, the silicon heterojunction process sequence can be easily applied
to either n-type or p-type wafers [42], with n-type wafers delivering slightly higher
efficiencies due to the fact that such surfaces are usually easier to passivate than their
p-type counterparts. With this technology it is also fairly straightforward to change
the polarity of the device [43, 44]. Due to the asymmetric band offsets at the amor-
phous/crystalline silicon interface, holes usually face a larger barrier than electrons,
potentially hindering efficient carrier collection (see Fig. 1.3). Full-area contacts are
formed by sputtering an indium tin oxide transparent front electrode. As the lateral
conductivity of the doped amorphous silicon films is relatively poor, lateral current
transport to the metal fingers needs to be provided by the transparent conductive
oxide film, requiring a relatively low sheet resistivity of about 50-100 Ω/m, similar
to that of a typical diffused region in classic crystalline silicon solar cells. Thanks to
its low refractive index of about 2, this layer is also well suited as an antireflection
coating (sometimes in conjunction with a second layer of magnesium difluoride to
further minimize reflection losses). The transparent conductive oxide is also impor-
tant to guarantee a sufficiently low contact resistivity, explaining its use at the rear
side as well. There, it also helps to reduce the parasitic plasmonic absorption of light
at the silver back contact, in case this metal is deposited as a blanket layer. The
cells are finalized by screen printing a silver finger and busbar grid on the front side;
copper-plated metallization is an attractive alternative [45–47].
Compared to the IBC concept, which produces a current density of 41.8
mA/cm2 , the silicon heterojunction cell from Kaneka, featuring contacts on op-
posite sides, delivers a slightly lower short-circuit current density of 40.8 mA/cm2 .
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Figure 1.3: Energy band diagram of a silicon heterojunction solar cell [2].
These losses are caused not only by grid shading, but also by parasitic absorption
in the window layers. At the front side, parasitic absorption in the doped and in-
trinsic amorphous silicon layers with a relatively narrow band gap of about 1.8 eV
represents the main contribution to current losses in the blue and ultraviolet part of
the spectrum. In the red and infrared part of the spectrum, current is lost mainly
through free-carrier absorption in the front and back indium tin oxide electrodes as
well as through parasitic plasmonic absorption in the silver back reflector. Several ap-
proaches to improve the short-circuit current of silicon heterojunction cells have been
explored, including the replacement of the doped amorphous silicon layers by wider
band gap hydrogenated amorphous silicon oxide [48, 49] or silicon carbide layers,
transparent [50] or by replacing the indium tin oxide with higher mobility conductive
oxides such as hydrogen-doped indium oxide [51, 52], tungsten-doped indium oxide
[53], cerium-doped hydrogenated indium oxide [54], and amorphous indium zinc ox-
ide [55]. While such transparent conductive oxides clearly lead to an increase in the
current density, the use of hydrogenated amorphous silicon oxide or silicon carbide
often results in a reduced fill factor, and neutralizes the gains in short-circuit cur-
rent. In general, fill factor losses related to transparent conductive oxides are due
to a suboptimally matched work function [56, 57], or to increased sheet or contact
resistances between the transparent conductive oxide and the doped amorphous sili-
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con layers [58]. Transparent conductive oxides typically exhibit n-type conductivity
and consequently readily form an Ohmic contact to n-type hydrogenated amorphous
silicon. As p-type transparent conductive oxides suffer from relatively low hole mo-
bilities caused by the large effective hole mass of most oxides [59], contact to p-type
amorphous silicon is also commonly established with n-type transparent conductive
oxides [60]. This recombination junction requires a relatively high carrier concentra-
tion in the oxide at least near the interface with p-type amorphous silicon to enable
tunneling of carriers across the interface and avoid fill factor losses. The deposition
process for transparent conductive oxides, such as sputtering, may also lead to un-
desired performance losses [61]. These combined factors motivate the engineering of
gently deposited, well-tuned transparent conductive oxides, possibly as multi-layer
stacks [62]. An alternative approach has made use of a perforated insulating mag-
nesium difluoride layer between the amorphous silicon and transparent indium oxide
back electrode, which improves the infrared response significantly as the reflection is
increased due to higher refractive index contrast [63]. Finally, conformal atomic layer
deposition of transparent conducting oxides on black silicon has been demonstrated
[64], possibly offering optical advantages. It remains to be seen whether similarly
conformal amorphous silicon layers can be produced, yielding efficient devices.
1.4 Motivation of the Present Work
Since HIT cells have demonstrated the world record efficiency among Si based solar
cells, we initially aim to investigate the electronic and microstructural properties of
a-Si:H at the heart of HIT cells. As mentioned previously, one of the key roles of a-
Si:H in HIT cells is providing an excellent passivation layer which results in removing
midgap states. Due to its amorphous nature, an a-Si:H layer by itself could contain
many defect and midgap states which also negatively affect its transparency and its
stability under light illumination. Therefore, in the first step of our project which is
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discussed in Chapter 4, we investigate the electronic properties of a-Si:H and the mi-
crostructural origin of the possible defect and midgap states in its electronic structure
using ab initio methods combined with molecular dynamics simulation. This subject
is fundamentally important for photovoltaic applications. In the second step of the
project which is discussed in Chapter 5, we investigate the effect of a-Si:H layers on
c-Si substrates as a passivation layer. We therefore examine the electronic structure
of a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction using methods based on molecular dynamics (MD) and
density functional theory (DFT). We check different H configuration in the a-Si:H
layer to see if an ideal a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction without any interface and midgap
states can be obtained. The final step in the project which is discussed in Chapter 6
is to see if an ideal heterojunction can be obtained by replacing a-Si:H in a-Si:H/c-Si
heterojunction with a GaP layer. GaP has been suggested as a good candidate for
the replacement of a-Si:H in a-Si:H/c-Si heterojuntions mainly due to its close lattice
match to silicon and its large band gap. These two properties could potentially make
GaP a good passivation layer and a transparent layer on top of c-Si, respectively. To
check if GaP is really able to behave as a passivation and transparent layer on top of
c-Si, we calculate the electronic structure of GaP/Si heterojunction using DFT and
compare the results with the electronic structure of a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunctions as a
nearly ideal heterojunction. Before discussing our results, in the next two chapters,
we give a brief introduction of the electronic structure of semiconductor heterojunc-
tions and the method that we used in this dissertation for calculating the electronic
structure.
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Chapter 2
SEMICONDUCTOR HETEROJUNCTION
A heterojunction is a junction between two different materials that differ due to hav-
ing either different atomic composition or different atomic structure. GaP/Si and
a-Si/c-Si are good examples of these two types of heterojunctions. In the case of a
semiconductor heterojunction, the two semiconductor have unequal band gaps as op-
posed to a semiconductor homojunction. The earliest electronic devices were mostly
based on homojunctions whose electronic properties were engineered by tunning the
spatially concentration of dopant impurities. These so-called homojunction devices
include bipolar transistors, MOS transistors, and diffused homojunction solar cells
which approached their practical efficiency limits. In the last decades, heterojunction
devices have gained a tremendous attention in many different applications includ-
ing lasers, solar cells, light emitting diodes (LED), heterojunction bipolar transistors
(HBT) and field effect transistors (FET), due to their electronic and optical prop-
erties. In laser applications, heterojunctions are used in order to efficiently confine
carriers in the optical cavity corresponding to a small direct band gap material sand-
wiched between two larger band gap materials, so that lasing can operate at low
temperature with low threshold current. Semiconductor diode lasers used in CD
and DVD players and fiber optic transceivers are manufactured based on alternat-
ing layers of different III-V and II-VI semiconductors to form heterojunction lasing.
In transistors applications, heterojunctions provide high electron mobility allowing
transistors operate at significantly higher frequencies. The modulation doping profile
with the proper band alignment gives rise to extremely high electron mobilities by
creating a two dimensional electron gas within a dopant free region where very little
scattering can occur. In solar cell applications, heterojunctions cause more absorp-
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tion in different part of solar spectrum due to providing several band gaps and also
result in better charge separation due to providing strong driving fields across the
solar cell. One of the most important factors in a semiconductor heterojunction solar
cells, is its interface. In principle, an interface is characterized by lattice mismatch,
band offset, band bending, and interface states. These parameters significantly affect
the charge transport across the interface and interface recombination which in turn
affects the efficiency of the solar cell. This chapter gives a brief introduction of these
four parameters (lattice mismatch, band offset, band bending, and interface states)
in heterojunctions, especially Si based heterojunctions and their effect on heterojunc-
tion solar cells functionality. Since the present work is mostly mostly related to two
specific heterojunctions, GaP/Si and a-Si/c-Si for solar cell applications, the end of
this chapter is devoted for introducing their constituent semiconductors.
2.1 Atomic Structural Properties of Heterojunctions: Lattice Matched
Heterojunctions
Heterojunction functionality relies on differences in the electronic structure of the
constituent semiconductors. When a free charge carrier reaches a heterojunction in-
terface, it should be ideally affected only by this electronic structure difference and
should not be trapped or scattered by the interface. In general, this means that the
atomic bonding of the constituent semiconductors needs to be kept the same without
interruption across the heterojunction. This condition, in turn, will be partially met
if both the atomic arrangement and atomic spacing of the constituent semiconductors
are essentially identical. Therefore, an ideal heterojunction consists of two semicon-
ductors with the same lattice structure and the same lattice constant in which the
atoms participating in the interface change abruptly. This type of heterojunction is
called lattice matched heterojunction. In a lattice matched heterojunction, the inter-
face lacks misbonded or strained bonded atoms which are the main source of interface
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Figure 2.1: (a) A zinc blende structure (b) Plot of the semiconductor lattice constant
versus band gap for common semiconductors mostly crystalized in zinc blende or
diamond structure [3].
states.
The zinc blende or diamond (if both basis atoms are identical) lattice structure
is one of the most abundant semiconductor crystal structures. Most III-V (GaP, AlP,
GaAs, InP), some of II-VI (ZnS, ZnTe, CdTe) binary compounds, and group IV
semiconductors (Si, Ge and their alloys) are crystallized in zinc blende or diamond
lattice structure. The unit cell of the zinc blende lattice is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. In
this structure, cations (gray spheres) are arranged in a face centered cubic unit cell.
The length of the edge of the unit cell is the non-primitive cubic lattice constant.
Anions (yellow spheres) occupy four tetrahedral sites (out of 8 available tetrahedral
sites) with a fourfold coordination number. If this unit cell is repeated in 3D space,
each cation is surrounded with four anions in a tetrahedral geometry. Therefore,
cations and anions are present in equivalent positions in the zinc blende structure.
A diamond structure will occur when onions and cations in zinc blende structure
are replaced with identical atoms. The most common semiconductor, Si, crystallizes
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in the diamond structure with a lattice constant of 5.43A˚. Therefore, for an ideal
Si heterojunction, a semiconductor deposited on a Si substrate should have either
a zinc blende or a diamond structure with a lattice constant close to 5.43A˚. Ideal
semiconductors for fabricating high quality heterojunctions are the ones lying along a
vertical line in Fig. 2.1b. Historically, an ideal heterojunction occurs between GaAs
and AlAs. These materials not only contain one constituent atom in common but
also are very nearly lattice-matched with a lattice mismatch of only 0.13%. Beyond
that, GaAs and AlAs can be combined to realize the ternary alloy, AlxGa1-xAs, which
provides a range of bandgaps from 1.5 to over 2 eV. A Si-based analog of GaAs/AlAs
could be fabricated with depositing either GaP, AlP or ZnS on a silicon substrate
(Fig. 2.1b).
Both lattice-matched and lattice-mismatched heterojunctions are generally
fabricated using heteroepitaxial growth processes. The most established heteroepi-
taxial techniques which are widely used include Vapor Phase Epitaxy (VPE), Liquid
Phase Epitaxy (LPE), Solid Phase Epitaxy (SPE), and Molecular Beam Epitaxy
(MBE). In addition, Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and Metalorganic Chemical
Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) are widely used in heterojunction growth. In some im-
portant cases, the specific device design relies on combinations of various materials
where the lattice mismatch between the different materials can introduce problems
for device performance and the deposition processes. However, there exist various
technology solutions to produce high quality materials including using buffer layers
or composition grading between two lattice-mismatched semiconductors. Recently,
the fabrication of high quality lattice mismatched heterojunctions using direct fusion
boding methods has been reported [65].
. The examples of heterojunctions cited so far involve semiconductors with
a well defined lattice structure. It is also possible to grow heterojunctions between
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amorphous and crystalline materials, and such junctions were widely studied early
in the development of HIT solar cells technology. The effects on lattice-mismatch
are not obviously an important issue in these type of heterojunctions, since the lat-
tice structure and lattice constant are not defined in amorphous materials. In the
next section, we discuss the radial distribution function concept which can be used
for describing the atomic structure of amorphous materials and the heterojunctions
between amorphous and crystalline materials.
2.2 Electronic Properties of Heterojunctions
2.2.1 Band Discontinuity
One of the most important features in the study of semiconductor heterojunctions
is the band discontinuity at the interface, which strongly affects charge confinement
and career transport at the heterojunction. These discontinuities are the origin of
the most of the useful properties of heterojunctions.
For picturing the band discontinuity, consider two semiconductors, 1 and 2,
with different bandgaps Eg1 and Eg2. Now, we bring them together by chemical
bonding at the interface. Since the bandgaps are discrete values, it is obvious that
the valence and conduction band edges will change abruptly. Now the question is
how the band alignment should be at the junction. The only way to determine the
correct band alignment is measuring the conduction and valence band energies with
respect to a single reference. This reference can be provided by the vacuum level.
The vacuum level denotes the energy of a free electron (an electron liberated from
the bulk semiconductor) which is at rest with respect to the semiconductor. The
required energy to kick out an electron from the bottom of the conduction band of a
semiconductor to the vacuum level is called electron affinity (usually expressed in eV)
and is characteristic of a semiconductor. Based on this definition, the band alignment
of a heterojunction between two semiconductors can be determined by their electron
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Figure 2.2: Band alignment of two typical semiconductors.
affinities, as illustrated in the Fig. 2.2. The electron affinity rule implies that the
conduction band offset at a heterojunction interface is equal to the difference in the
electron affinities between the two semiconductors. Based on the electron affinity
rule, the conduction band offset (∆Ec) and valence band offset (∆Ev) are equal to
q(χ1 − χ2) and ∆Eg −∆Ec, respectively.
Depending on the difference between electron affinities, three types of band
alignment can be imagined in semiconductor heterojunctions. Figure 2.3 illustrates
these three possible different type of band alignment which are referred as the type
I, type II, and type III. In type I heterojunctions, the band gap of one of the semi-
conductors is entirely within the band gap of the other one. An example of type I
heterojunction is GaAlAs/GaAs. Both heterojunctions studied in this thesis, GaP/Si
and a-Si:H/c-Si, are type II semiconductor heterojunctions. In type II (staggered gap)
heterojunctions, Ev2 > Ev1 and Ec2 > Ec1. This condition does not necessarily means
Eg2 > Eg1. Both the valence band edge and the conduction band edge of one of the
semiconductors is higher than those of the other, therefore holes are confined in one
of them, while electrons are confined in the other one. In type III (broken gap)
heterojunctions, Ev2 > Ec1. An example of a type III heterojunction is GaSb/InAs.
There are several theoretical methods that have been successfully employed
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Figure 2.3: Band alignment between two semiconductors.
for calculating the band structure of an isolated semiconductor; The problem with
using these methods for heterojunctions is finding a way to align the calculated band
structures across the interface. One way is calculating the band structure of semicon-
ductor A or B relative to their own average of the electrostatic potentials as reference
levels (Fig. 4). Then, the valence (conduction) band offset would be the difference in
the relative valence (conduction) band edges between A and B, ∆Ev (∆Ev) in Fig.
4. The problem would therefore be solved if we are able to determine the positions
of the average electrostatic potentials of A and B with respect to an absolute energy
scale, e.g. with respect to the vacuum level. Here we mean the “potential energy” by
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the band structure lineup problem between
semiconductors A and B. The positions of the valence and conduction bands are
indicated.
“energy”, which is (to within a constant factor) equivalent to the potential.
It may seem that if we can perform the band structure calculations for the
two semiconductors in the bulk phase, then the problem would be solved, since these
calculations will give us the necessary information about the energy of V¯A and V¯B.
Unfortunately this is not the case. The fundamental problem is that it is impossible
to define an absolute reference for the average potential for an infinite solid. This
problem is due to the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction [66]. The fact that
the average potential in an infinite solid is not a well-defined and is often described
by associating single particle-energies with “removal energies”. Because in an infinite
material there is nothing meaningful as “elsewhere” (e.g., a vacuum level) to kick an
electron to, thus the single-particle energies in an infinite material cannot be scaled
based on an absolute energy. If we have short-range interactions, the average potential
of a macroscopic but finite material would not depend on the shape of the solid or
surface effects, and would therefore have a well-defined thermodynamic limit. It is
exactly the long-range feature of the Coulomb interaction that causes the removal
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energies to be dependent on the detail atomic structure of the surface or, in the case
of an interface, causes the effect of dipoles at an interface to move the energy levels
throughout the semi-infinite solid on both sides. Therefore it becomes clear that
a band structure calculation for an isolated semiconductor cannot provide sufficient
information about the absolute value of the average potential. This argument literally
reveals that, at least in principle, the details of the atomic structure near the interface
affect the potentials far away, and hence the band-lineup. In this thesis we will show
how the detailed atomic structure at the interface strongly affects the band line-up
of a-Si:H/c-Si and GaP/Si heterojunctions.
In order to solve the heterojunction problem, an obvious approach is to carry
out calculations on a system which contains both semiconductors joined at the junc-
tion. This approach guarantees that the electrostatic potentials of both semiconduc-
tors are calculated with respect to the same reference, and provides the possibility
to directly extract ∆V¯ and therefore band discontinuities. Several theoretical ap-
proaches have addressed the problem from this perspective, with great success for
a number of very well-known interfaces. These theoretical approaches can be cat-
egorized in to four classes: (1) fully self-consistent ab initio calculations; (2) linear
-response theory; (3) calculations based on simplified, approximate Hamiltonians; and
(4) simple models. Here, we only discuss ab initio approaches which are used in this
thesis in order to calculate the band offsets.
“Ab initio” or “first-principles” methods are methods that solve the quantum-
mechanical equations for a many body system, without any experimental input. DFT
is an ab initio technique that has been widely used in the study of semiconductor
heterojunctions. The DFT method aims to calculate the ground-state energy of a
many body system using self-consistent solution of a one-particle Schro¨dinger equa-
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Figure 2.5: Variation of the plane-averaged potential across a Si-Ge(001) interface,
calculated in a 4 + 4 superlattice with unstrained Si and strained Ge [4].
tion [67, 68]. Electron-electron interactions are considered using an exchange and
correlation (XC) functional to the Hartree potential; the XC functional is described
as a functional of the charge density of the system. In the local-density approximation
(LDA), the XC functional is simplified to a function of the local charge density of
the system. Performing the ground-state energy calculation of a given system is an
crucial aspect of the study of junctions, because finding a stable structure is the first
step in the theoretical and computational analysis. This step is refereed to the opti-
mization step. After optimizing, DFT calculations can provide detailed information
about the electronic structure of the system, and consequently provide information
about band offsets.
An example of DFT results for the band-lineup is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 for
the case of a SiGe heterojunction. For the purpose of calculating the band-lineup, we
only focus on the behavior of the potential as we move along the axis perpendicular
to the interface (z axis); the two other coordinates (x,y) are eliminated by averaging
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in planes parallel to the interface:
V¯z =
1
S
∫
S
V (x, y, z)dxdy (2.1)
where S is the area of the plane parallel to the interface in the considered unit cell. We
are therefore dealing with a z-dependent function, which is still periodic variations in
the z direction. As illustrated in Fig. 2.5, this function quickly recovers its “bulk-
like” behavior in both of the two semiconductors building the junction as we move
away from the interface; however, the positions of the average potential are shifted
in the bulk-like regions with respect to one another, giving exactly the values of V¯A
and V¯B needed for obtaining the band-lineup. A similar procedure for determining
band offsets is followed in XPS experiment (see Section 2.3). In XPS, typically, the
energy differences between two core levels is measured across the junction; in another
XPS experiment, the energy difference between the valence-band maximum and the
core levels in each bulk semiconductor are measured. The core level difference is then
used to line up the valence bands and obtain the band offsets.
It is important to note that in DFT, the calculated eigenvalues are not nec-
essarily quasiparticle energies. This deficiency of DFT cause the well-known failure
of DFT to correctly predict the band gaps. It is therefore very important to realize
that corrections beyond DFT may be necessary to compute the exact band positions
(relative to the average electrostatic potential). We also acknowledge, however, that
the computed potential lineup value (∆V¯ ) depends only on the charge density of the
heterojunction, and because it is a ground-state property, DFT is able to give us
reliable results in the case of the valence band offset.
2.2.2 Electronic Interface States
The general pattern of the chemical bonds in the bulk is perturbed at the interface of
a semiconductor heterojuction. This perturbation cause the formation of unsaturated
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Figure 2.6: The energy band diagram of a Ge/Si heterojunction in equilibrium. An
electron affinity difference of 0.18 eV is assumed and interface state effects are ignored
[5].
or strained bonds at the interface, and subsequently the formation of highly localized
electronic interface states that mostly appear in the forbidden gap of the electronic
structure. In this section, we briefly discuss interface states and their effects on the
electronic properties of the heterojunction.
2.2.2.1 Electronic Interface State Effects on the I-V Characteristics of a
Heterojunction
The energy bands at the interface are free to move up or down due to the interface
state density distribution,and occupancy. Figure 2.6 illustrates the band diagram of
a Ge/Si heterojunction without interface states at the junction. The band diagram
is obtained by the requirement that the net charge be equal to zero. Since the elec-
trostatic potential should be continuous [69], the usual Schottky boundary condition
restricts the conduction band to be discontinuous by the amount of the electron affin-
ity difference of the two semiconductors. The positive charge in the depletion region
of Si needs to be equal to the negative charge in the accumulation region of Ge. If,
however, the junction contains interface states, the electronic bands at the junction
are able to move up or down since the necessary charges can be supplied by electrons
or holes in the interface states. The conduction and valence band discontinuities are
still the same; however, the height of the conduction and valence band edge at the
interface is clearly determined by the interface states distribution. As an example,
Fig. 2.7(a) illustrates the energy band diagram of the same Ge-Si heterojunction
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Figure 2.7: Equilibrium energy band diagrams at Ge/Si heterojunctions including
interface states with different doping [5].
as Fig. 2.6, but with a distribution of interface states similar to that of a clean Si
surface. It is observed that both sides of the interface can be depleted due to the
acceptor nature of the interface states. The effect of different doping levels on the
band bending are also of interest. Figure 2.7(b, c) illustrates the band diagram of
a Ge/Si heterojunction for the same values of ∆χ and interface state distribution as
Fig. 2.7(a).
Any dense set of interface states in the band gap of the semiconductor hetero-
junction would create the double depletion (accumulation) similar to that discussed
here. An n− n or p− p heterojunction with double depletion may show rectification
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Figure 2.8: Magnified energy band diagrams of an n-n heterojunction with interface
states. (a) a definition of various fluxes; (b) voltage division across the structure [5].
in both directions, or saturation in either direction, like two metal-semiconductor
diodes that are joined from metal to metal. In fact, if all the current flows from one
semiconductor to the interface states at another semiconductor, the structure can not
be indistinguishable from two metalsemiconductor contact (or surface-state semicon-
ductors) that are joined externally in series. However, current might flow from one
semiconductor to the other without being in equilibrium with the interface states.
Therefore, more general IV characteristics will be derived.
The band diagram of an n-n heterojunction with a magnified interface region
is shown in Fig. 2.8. Let’s assume that the interface states are located in a thin layer
placed between the two depletion regions. In Fig. 2.8(a), F1S and F2S are electron
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fluxes from the interface states into the bulk regions. F1 and F2 are the bulk electron
fluxes toward the barriers given by:
F1 =
C¯1
4
n1
F2 =
C¯2
4
n2
(2.2)
in which n1 and n2 are the free electron concentrations and C¯1 and C¯2 the mean
thermal velocities of the electrons in regions (1) and (2). The fluxes F
′
1 and F
′
2 are
those of F1 and F2 sufficiently energetic to overcome the barriers in region (1) or
region (2). Using Boltzmann statistics, F
′
1 and F
′
2 can be computed as follow:
F
′
1 = F1exp[−q(VD1 − V1)/kT ]
F
′
2 = F2exp[−q(VD2 − V2)/kT ]
(2.3)
The total voltage drop at the junction is Vj = V1 − V2. When an electron reaches
the interface and is able to pass the barrier, it might reflect from the interface or
it might be transmitted through the interface. Assume that R1 and R2 are the
reflection coefficients at the interface for the fluxes F
′
1 and F
′
2, and α1 and α2 are the
transmission coefficients for the flux of (1 − R1)F ′1 and (1 − R2)F ′2. Then the total
fluxes FI and FII to the region (1) and to the region (2), respectively, are:
FI = F
′
1(1−R1)− F1S − α2(1−R2)
FII = −F ′2(1−R2) + F2S + α1(1−R1)
(2.4)
R1, R2, α1 and α2 are all dependent on the density of interface states and their nature.
Since under no bias and thermal equilibrium, FI = FII = 0, we can therefore compute
the value of F1S and F2S. After the substitution of the F
′
1, F
′
2, F1S and F2S values
into Equ. 1.4, we end up to the following equation for the saturation current:
F ∼= F1exp(−qVD1/kT )(1−R1)[α1(1− α2)
α2(1− α1) + α1]
F ∼= −F2exp(−qVD2/kT )(1−R2)[α2(1− α1)
α1(1− α2) + α2]
(2.5)
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Figure 2.9: A p-n heterojunction in forward bias. The flux F2 = F
′
2 is the space
charge recombination flux [5].
The equation above gives the saturation current for Vj positive and Vj negative. The
actual evaluation of those equations requires the knowledge of R1, R2, α1 and α2.
Note that in the case of an ideal heterojunction, when R1 = R2 = 0 and α1 = α2 = 1,
Eq. 1.5 represents the saturation current of a metal-semiconductor diode with the
same barrier heights as region (1) and (2).
2.2.2.2 Electronic Interface State Effects on Recombination at the Junction
Consider the band diagram of a heterojunction illustrated in Fig. 2.9 (forward bias).
If recombination at the junction region were negligible, then only the carrier fluxes F1
and F
′
1 would contribute in the total current. If, however, there were a high dense layer
of electronic states within the energy gap located at the interface, the current would
consist of the flux of electrons F2 into the states from the left and the flux of holes
F
′
2 into the states from the right. This leakage current which flows via recombination
due to the presence of the interface states depends on the recombination rate. The
rate of this recombination which is assisted by interface states can be estimated using
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination model.
Shockley-Read-Hall Recombination: Those recombination processes which in-
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volve defect or trap states in the band gap are, by far, the most important recombi-
nation processes in real semiconductors. Trap states are spatially localized and there-
fore are able to capture free carriers. These carriers can subsequently be released by
thermal activation or recombined with the coming opposite polarity carriers. Local-
ized states which capture and release only electrons or holes are usually called traps.
Those states which capture both electrons and holes are called recombination centers.
Recombination centers usually lie deeper into the band gap than traps.
Let us assume a semiconductor which contains a density Nt trap states lying
in the band gap at an energy E. Unoccupied trap states are able to capture electrons
from the conduction band, and occupied trap states are able to capture holes from
the valence band. In this bimolecular process, electrons are captured at the rate of:
Unc = BnnNt(1− ft) (2.6)
where ft is the probability that the trap states is filled. The coefficient Bn is given
by:
Bn = vnσn (2.7)
where vn is the mean thermal electron velocity and σn is the capture cross section of
the trap state for electrons. The electron capture lifetime resulting from a trap state
is defined as follow:
τn,SRH =
1
BnNt
(2.8)
The electron escape rate from a trap state depends on the occupation of the trap
state and can be expressed as:
Gnc =
Ntft
τesc
(2.9)
where the escape time τesc can be estimated using the condition Gnc = Unc in the
equilibrium. Then it follows that:
Gnc = BnntNtft (2.10)
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where nt is the electron density at the Fermi level when the Fermi level lies within
trap states:
nt = nie
(Et−Ei)/kBT (2.11)
The same procedure can be followed for deriving a formula for hole capture and
release. Basically, the capture and release rates for electrons and holes is different
and depends on the affinity of the trap for electrons or holes and its location in
the band gap. However, in the thermodynamic equilibrium, the net rate of electron
capture by the traps Unc−Gnc must be equal to the net rate of hole capture Upc−Gpc,
because net charges cannot be accumulated on the traps. This forcing function fixes
the value of ft:
ft =
Bnnt −Bppt
Bn(n+ nt) +Bp(p+ pt)
(2.12)
therefore ft can be removed from the expression of U − G. At the end, we could
obtain the net recombination rate as:
USRH =
np− n2i
τp,SRH(n+ nt) + τn,SRH(p+ pt)
(2.13)
in which we have used the definitions of τn,SRH and τn,SRH . This is the Shockley-Read-
Hall expression for recombination via a single trap state. For doped semiconductors,
the expression for USRH simplifies. In p-type material, when τnNa >> τpnt, and
Na >> pt, USRH becomes proportional to the excess carrier density:
USRH ≈ (n− n0)
τn,SRH
(2.14)
In n type material:
USRH ≈ (p− p0)
τp,SRH
(2.15)
SRH recombination is more important when n and p are of similar magnitude. This
can be realized from Eq. 2.13 for a mid gap trap with equal capture times, USRH has
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its maximum when n = p. Therefore in undoped regions, where n and p are similar,
SRH recombination is stronger relative to radiative recombination.
In real semiconductors, there may be several trap levels in the band gap and
carriers may recombine in more than one step. However, the largest contribution
is from traps which are located close to the center of the band gap. So, for bulk
material with a uniform density of traps, the approximation is usually made that
recombination through one particular trap level is dominant.
Surface, Interface and Grain Boundary Recombination: Based on Eq. 2.13,
spatial variations in USRH can be due to variations in n and p, or due to spatial
variations in the nature or the density of the dominant trap. A larger density of trap
states decreases the electron and hole capture times. In reality, defects are much more
likely to happen at surfaces and at the interfaces between different crystal regions in
a multicrystalline or heterojunction material. Trap states at surfaces and interfaces
result from both crystal defects due to broken or strained bonds, and extrinsic im-
purities which come from the external environment, or which are concentrated at
the interface during growth. In such cases, the traps responsible for recombination
are located in a two-dimensional instead of three-dimensional space and it is more
meaningful to express the recombination in terms of the trap state density per unit
area of the surface or interface, than per unit volume. The related quantity would be
a recombination flux which is the number of carriers recombining at the interface per
unit area per unit time, rather than a volume recombination rate.
If the surface has a density Ns trap states per unit area, then within a very
thin layer, δx, close to the surface, the surface recombination flux will be:
USδx =
nsps − n2i
1
Sp
(ns + nt) +
1
Sn
(ps + pt)
(2.16)
per unit area, in which ns and ps are the density of electrons and holes at the interface.
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Sn is the surface recombination velocity for electrons, expressed by:
Sn = BnNs (2.17)
and Sp is the surface recombination velocity for holes, expressed by,
Sp = BpNs (2.18)
This leakage of minority carriers to the surface results in a surface recombination
current. The value of this current can be computed from the electron continuity
equation. In the dark, at equilibrium, the continuity equation requires that 5.Jn =
qUn. By taking the integral from this equation across the interfacial layer, change in
the electron current density is given by:
∆J = J(xs +
1
2
δx)− J(xs − 1
2
δx) = q
∫ xs+δx
xs−δx
Udx = qSn(ns − n0) (2.19)
When a carrier is captured by a trap, it may then be released or it may be annihilated
by the capture of the opposite type of carrier. When the time for electron release by
thermal activation:
1
τesc
= Bnnie
(Et−Ei)/kBT (2.20)
is much shorter than a hole capture:
1
τcp
= Bpp (2.21)
the state can be considered an electron trap rather than a recombination center. This
may happen if the state is close in energy to the conduction band edge, or if the cross
section for electron capture is much larger than for hole capture, as, for instance, for
a positively charged defect. Similarly, localized states which are close to the valence
band or which have a higher cross section for hole capture act as hole traps. Traps
serve to slow down the transport of carriers but they do not remove them.
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The topic covered so far in this chapter involve the general properties and char-
acteristic of heterojunctions. The rest of this chapter is dedicated to a brief review of
the properties of crystalline silicon, amorphous silicon, crystalline gallium phosphide,
which provides the basics for the heterojunctions studied in this dissertation.
2.3 Crystalline Silicon
General Properties: Silicon is found in stars and the sun and is a main component of a
class of meteorites. The earth’s crust contains 25.7% silicon, by weight, which makes
Si the second most abundant element after oxygen in the earth’s crust. Silicon is not
naturally present in its elemental form, but mainly found as an oxide and as silicates.
Silicon is produced commercially by heating silica in the presence of carbon in an
electric furnace, using carbon electrodes. The Czochralski process is usually used to
prepare single crystals silicon in order to use in solid-state or semiconductor devices.
Crystalline silicon has a metallic luster and grayish color. However, silicon can be also
prepared in the amorphous allotrope as a brown powder, which can be easily melted
or vaporized. It is also possible to prepare silicon in nanosheet, nanowire, nanotube,
nanoparticle, nanocluster, and quantum dot forms with different properties from bulk
form.
Silicon is one of the most frequent elements used in human life. In the
compound form, it is used to make concrete, brick, refractory material for high-
temperature work, enamels, pottery, and glass. Glass is one of the most inexpensive
materials with excellent mechanical, optical, thermal, and electrical properties and
can be made in a variety of shapes, and is used as containers, window glass, insula-
tors, and thousands of other uses. In elemental form, very pure silicon can be doped
with boron, gallium, phosphorus, or arsenic to produce silicon for use in solar cells,
transistors, rectifiers, lasers and other solid-state devices which are used widely in the
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electronics and space-age industries.
Electronic Properties: Silicon is an indirect band gap semiconductor which
means the maximum of its valence band is not at the same position in momentum
space as the minimum of its conduction band. This feature results in two major
consequences. First, it causes radiative recombination to be fairly low, which means
that, for defect-free silicon, the photogenerated electrons and holes have very long
lifetimes. Instead, the dominant intrinsic recombination mechanism in Si is Auger
recombination. In Auger recombination, an electron recombines with a hole by giving
their energy difference to a third charge carrier, either a second free electron or second
free hole. This energy is finally lost as heat. Consequently, based on the experimen-
tally measured radiative and Auger recombination rates [70], the maximum intrinsic
efficiency for silicon solar cells has been calculated to be 29.4% [25]. Second, due to
its indirect band gap, Si has a relatively low absorption coefficient, especially near
the band edges. However, with wafer surface texturing, associated with the use of
well designed anti-reflection coatings and rear surface mirrors, high light absorption,
including the infrared section of the solar spectrum, is possible even with thin wafers
(∼ 100− 150µm) [25]. Practically, carrier recombination in Si can be affected, or
even dominated, by the existence of crystallographic defects or external impurities.
Thanks to improved Si ingot growth processes, defect engineering, and contamination
control during heterojunction device fabrication, the bulk electronic properties of c-Si
wafers has improved to such a level that further device improvement now depends on
innovative interface passivation and carrier-selective contact structures.
The main goal of interface passivation is to decrease recombination of photo-
generated carriers at the silicon surface [71–73] which reduces dark current and con-
sequently control Voc. This goal can be achieved by chemical passivation, usually by
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hydrogen, of undesirable surface defects [74–77], corresponding to broken and strained
silicon-silicon bonds, or by modifying the relative concentration of photo-generated
carriers near the surface [78, 79]. Effective surface passivation is usually achieved by
dielectric materials such as silicon dioxide [78, 80–84], silicon nitride [85–88], silicon
carbide [89, 90] and aluminum oxide [71, 91–93]. Alternatively, a (disordered) semi-
conductor such as intrinsic hydrogenated amorphous silicon [16, 94] can be employed.
None of these layers allows perfect carrier extraction, as they are either insulating or
insufficiently conductive.
For having efficient carrier extraction to the two external metal electrodes, two
efficient carrier-selective contacts are required, that ideally present efficient transport
of only one type of carrier while preventing the transport of the other type of carrier.
Since recombination needs the participation of both electron and hole, preventing the
transport of one of them results in reducing recombination in the contact structure.
However, to prevent recombination more effectively, we usually need the presence of
an interfacial passivating layer. Hence an ideal selective carrier contact is one that
simultaneously presents a complete conductivity for just one type of the two carriers,
while minimizing recombination. In fabricating solar cells with high efficiency, we can
choose either to deposit a passivating dielectric material on most of the wafer surface
and then selectively extract photo-generated carriers through local openings in this
insulator [95], or to cover the full wafer surface with carrier-selective materials using a
suitable interface-passivation strategy. In the second approach, both the requirements
of single-carrier conduction and surface passivation are frequently achieved by em-
ploying a stack of two or more layers, for instance intrinsic and doped hydrogenated
amorphous silicon, as in silicon heterojunction solar cell technology [15, 17, 26].
An important criterion for this decision relies on the optical properties of
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the required materials for contact formation. Indeed, layers blanket-deposited on the
wafer surfaces (either for interface passivation or selective transport) should also max-
imize light coupling into the silicon absorber by minimizing reflection and parasitic
absorption losses. Developing contact layers that satisfy these electronic and optical
requirements simultaneously represents a considerable challenge [2].
2.4 Amorphous Si (a-Si) and Hydrogenated Amorphous Si (a-Si:H)
General Properties: Amorphous silicon (a-Si) is the non-crystalline form of silicon. It
is the most well developed of the thin film technologies having been on the market for
more than 15 years. It is widely used in pocket calculators, but it also powers some
private homes, buildings, and remote facilities. United Solar Systems Corp. (UniSo-
lar) pioneered amorphous-silicon solar cells and remains a major manufacturer today,
as does Sharp and Sanyo. Amorphous silicon panels are formed by vapor-depositing a
thin layer of silicon material about 1 micrometer thick on a substrate material such
as glass or metal. Amorphous silicon can also be deposited at very low temperatures,
as low as 75 degrees Celsius, which allows for deposition on plastic as well. Interest in
amorphous semiconductors developed around the chalcogenides, which are materials
containing the elements sulfur, selenium and tellurium; examples are As2Se3 , GeS2
etc. The chalcogenides are glasses which may be formed by cooling from the melt,
with structure similar to the oxides but with smaller energy band gaps. Research in
these amorphous semiconductors addressed the question of how the disorder of the
non-crystalline structure influences the electronic properties. The study of chalco-
genides was further promoted by the introduction of xerographic copying machines.
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon was first made in the late 1960s. Before
that time, there was research on amorphous silicon without hydrogen, which was
prepared by sputtering or by thermal evaporation. The unhydrogenated material has
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a very high defect density which prevents doping, photo-conductivity and the other
desirable characteristics of a useful semiconductor. Electronic measurements were
mostly limited to the investigation of conduction through the defect states. Chittick
and coworkers in the UK were the first to make a-Si:H, using glow discharge as the
deposition technique [96]. Silane gas (SiH4) is excited by an electrical plasma which
causes the gas molecules to dissociate the deposit on heated substrates. The technique
is essentially the same as is used currently, although the design of the deposition
systems has evolved. The first reactor was inductive: the plasma is excited by a coil
outside the quartz chamber. Most reactors now are capacitative, consisting of two
parallel electrodes within a stainless steel chamber, but the deposition mechanism is
not substantially different.
Atomic structure of amorphous silicon: In a system of particles distributed in
three dimensional space, the radial distribution function or pair correlation function
g(r) gives the number of particles (atoms, molecules, etc.) per unit volume as a
function of distance, r, from a reference particle. In other words, g(r) gives the
probability of two particles being separated by a distance r in a system of particles. To
calculate g(r) from simulation, all the neighbors separated by r are sorted into distance
bins, and then the number of neighbors is normalized with respect to the g(r) of an
ideal gas where particle distances are completely uncorrelated. For three dimensions,
this normalization is the number density of the system multiplied by the volume of the
spherical shell, which mathematically can be expressed as is the number density. g(r)
is a useful tool for describing the atomic structure of amorphous materials and can
be measured experimentally using x-ray diffraction. The experimentally measured
g(r) provide a very strong criteria for checking the accuracy of the atomic structure
of amorphous material obtained from simulation. The radial distribution function
is of fundamental importance since it can be used to link the microscopic details to
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macroscopic properties and moreover it is possible to obtain the microscopic details
of the radial distribution function from the macroscopic properties.
The main feature which makes amorphous material different from crystalline
ones is disorder in the atomic structure. This structural disorder originates from
relatively small deviations in bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles from
the equivalent ideal values in crystalline form. In spite of the inherent disorder, the
atoms in amorphous materials are not distributed in space in a completely random
way. For instance, in a-Si as in crystalline Silicon c-Si, each Si atom is averagely
bounded to four other Si atoms by covalent bonds in much the same length and angle
leading to short range order. This short range order is a global feature of all type of
amorphous materials and can be represented by radial distribution function (RDF).
A schematic example of the RDF of a network of atoms in crystalline, amorphous,
and gaseous forms has been separately illustrated in Fig. 2.10. Although, the relative
positions of atoms in the gaseous phase are completely random, it is highly ordered
in the crystalline phase. The amorphous phase has almost the same short range order
as the crystalline phase, but has the long range disorder of the gaseous phase.
The radial distribution function in a layer-by-layer format has been used for
characterizing the atomic structure of crystalline/amorphous heterojunctions. Figure
2.11 shows the layer resolved RDF of the a-Si/c-Si heterojunction generated using
molecular dynamics simulation [97, 98], where a layer is defined as a region that is
half the Si lattice constant. The amorphous regions show a well-defined peak at the
neighbouring Si-Si distance, with a reduced maximum and increased broadening in
this peak compared with the crystalline RDF, which is a series of delta functions
corresponding to the lattice position of nearest neighbors, next nearest neighbors
etc. The second and subsequent peaks are typical of amorphous Si. An interface
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Figure 2.10: A typical RDF of a network of atoms in three different phases.
region can be also determined by examining the RDF. In an interface layer, while the
RDF is obviously not characteristic of an amorphous region, it is neither typical of
crystalline Si and it is clear that the peak heights are reduced and the peak widths
are larger, indicating that the interface region is intermediate between c-Si and a-Si.
The details of the RDF function can be used for interpreting the electronic structure
of an amorphous/crystalline heterojunction.
Electronic structure of amorphous materials: From electronic structure point
of view, one of the basic feature of a semiconductor (like Si) compared to a conductor
is the presence of a band gap (no electronic states) between the filled valence band and
the unfilled conduction band states. According to free electron theory, the periodicity
of the lattice is the main reason for the appearance of a band gap in the electronic
structure for free electrons. Since there is no periodicity in the amorphous structure,
the main question which arises is whether an amorphous material has a bandgap or
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Figure 2.11: Atomic structure (upper panel) and layer resolved radial distribution
function (lower panel) of a-Si/c-Si.
not. For decades, there was a controversial debate over this question. Eventually,
Weaire and Thorpe presented a Hamiltonian based on a tight bonding model which
could explained the band gap in amorphous materials. In their model, the band gap
is a consequence of the splitting of the bonding and anti-bonding states due to the
covalent bond. These bonding and anti-bonding states are mostly affected by the
short range order, which is much the same in both amorphous and crystalline Si and
the lack of periodicity is only a small perturbation. The form of the Weaire-Thorpe
Hamiltonian is as following:
H = V1
∑
j 6=j′
|Φij〉 〈Φij′ |+ V2
∑
i 6=i′
|Φij〉 〈Φi′j| (2.22)
where Φij are the wavefunctions created by SP
3 hybridization in tetrahedral bonding
form. The first term in Eq. 2.22 is for the interactions between the two wavefunctions
belonging to the same atom and the second term is for the interactions between two
orbitals belonging to the same bond. This Hamiltonian only includes the short range
bonding information, but no long range bonding information, and so can be applied
to both amorphous and crystalline structure. Weaire and Thorpe proved that in a
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specific range of V1/V2 interaction strengths, the valence and conduction band tend
to be separated by a band gap, regardless of the lack or presence of long range order
in the structure.
As discussed so far, the three fundamental features of amorphous structures
are the short range order, long range disorder and the coordination defects. The
presence of short range order is the main reason that we observe overall the same
electronic structure for an amorphous network compared to a crystalline one. This
is why, for instance, a-Si is a semiconductor, just like c-Si. However, as expected,
there are some differences in the band structure of an amorphous structure compared
to a crystalline one. The most important difference is that the sharp band edges
close to the band gap in the crystalline form are replaced by a broadened band
of tail of localized states extending into the gap. These localized states originate
from deviations in bond length and angle. Although the density of localized states
(band tail) are relatively small, they may play a critical role in charge transport
occurring at the band edges. In addition to having a band tail, amorphous material
also have some electronic states deep inside the band gap (midgap states) arising from
coordination defects or dangling bonds. These midgap states can influentially control
many electronic properties of the material by affecting trapping and recombination
processes. Therefore, in general, the electronic structure of an amorphous structure
comprises the valence and conduction bands, the band tails and the midgap states
(Fig. 2.12).
The main step in calculating the electronic states of a many body system is
solving the Schro¨dinger equation:
−5
2
2
Φ + V (r)Φ = EΦ (2.23)
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Figure 2.12: Typical electronic structure of amorphous materials.
where E is the energy of the system and V(r) is the potential energy arising from
electron-electron interaction (which is neglected in free electron theory) and mostly
electron-lattice interactions. The periodicity in the atomic structure leads to the same
periodicity in the potential energy and consequently in the wavefunctions obtained
from Eq. 2.23 which are called Bloch states. The Bloch wavefuction is expressed in
following general form:
Φ(~r) = exp(i~k.~r)Uk(~r) (2.24)
Where Uk(~r) is a periodic function having the same periodicity as the lattice.
~k is crystal wave vector containing the periodicity information of the lattice. Each
Bloch wavefunction has a specific momentum, k, and extends through out the lattice.
Therefore, the energy bands can be described by an energy-momentum (E-k) disper-
sion. The E-k dispersion contains important information such as the effective mass,
electronic excitations, etc. However, this solution to the Schro¨dinger equation is not
applicable for amorphous systems because V (~r) is no longer periodic. Emphasize on
the momentum of the carrier in a crystal is replaced by emphasizing on their spatial
location of the carrier in an amorphous. Some results of the lack of k-conservation
are:
1) The electronic structure can not be longer expressed by the E-k disper-
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sion relations, in an amorphous material. Instead, the Electronic Density-of-States
Distribution is used for describing the electronic structure of an amorphous system
as illustrated in Fig. 2.12. In addition, the electron and hole effective masses are
meaning less any more.
2) For optical transitions, the selection rules caused by k-conservation does
not apply any more for an amorphous structure. Therefore, there is no meaningful
direct or indirect band gap concept. Instead, transitions happen between in the states
which overlap in real space.
3) Due to the scattering and the localization of the wavefunction as a result
of disorder, the carrier mobility reduces in an amorphous structure compared to a
crystalline structure.
The long range disorder potential results in large electron scattering and conse-
quently electron localization, in which the wavefunction is constrained to a relatively
small volume of material instead of being extended. For explaining the localization of
orbitals in an amorphous structure, Anderson (1958) presented the model illustrated
in Fig. 2.13. In this model, the potential of a perfect lattice is described by an array
of identical atomic potential wells and the resulting electronic band is broadened to
a band width B due to the interaction between atomic orbitals. In an amorphous
system, the general form of the potential model stays the same with the difference
that a random potential with an average amplitude, V0, is added. Anderson proved
that if V0/B exceeds a specific value, an electron is not able to diffuse away from one
atomic site to another at zero temperature. For complete localization, the value of
V0/B is about three. Since the band width of a typical electronic band is the order
of 5 eV, a huge disorder potential is necessary to make all the electronic states local-
ized. Due to the presence of short range order, the Anderson criteria is never met for
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Figure 2.13: The potential model used in Anderson’s theory for explaining localiza-
tion.
any amorphous semiconductor. However, even a small value V0/B leads to localized
states close to the band edges. The electronic states deep within an electronic band
are extended states and the states at the edges of the band are localized states. The
extended and localized states are separated by a mobility edge. In the conduction
band of a semiconductor, only the electrons higher than the energy of the mobility
edge, Ec, are able to move at zero temperature.
The electronic structure arising from Anderson’s model is illustrated in Fig.
2.14. The location of the mobility edge inside the band depends on the amount of
disorder and vary typically between 0.1-05 eV from the band edge. It is worth noting
that the nature of the electronic states close to the mobility edge are more complicated
than in the simple model with an abrupt mobility edge, and details regarding this
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Figure 2.14: The EDOS distribution of a semiconductor close to band edge.
topic are beyond the scope of this dissertation. Creating a mobility gap between
extended and localized states is not the only consequence of disorder in the structure,
the disorder can also effectively control the electron and hole mobilities above the
mobility edges.
2.5 Gallium Phosphide (GaP)
General Properties: Pure crystalline gallium phosphide appears clear orange. GaP
does not occur in naturally, but its constitutive elements exit in the earth’s crust in
relatively high amounts. Ga is the 35th most abundant element (close to Co, Li, and
Pb and much higher than Be, Sn, Ge, Br, Tl, Sb, I, Cd, Ag, Hg, Se, and In) in the
earth’s crust and P is the 11th most abundant element (close to H) in the earth’s
crust. GaP is not soluble in water and is odorless. Interest in GaP was initially due
to its application in low-cost green, yellow, and red light-emitting diodes (LEDs) with
low to medium brightness. Pure gallium phosphide emits green light at a wavelength
of 555 nm. The conversion efficiency of green GaP-based LEDs is only 0.1 % due to
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the indirect bandgap of a pure GaP. Therefore dopants like nitrogen, zinc or oxygen
are used in order to increase the LED efficiency. Yellow-green is emitted by GaP
doped with nitrogen at a wavelength of 565 nm. GaP doped with zinc oxide emits
red light at a wavelength of 700 nm. GaP in combinations with some elements such
as Al, In, As, and N present a wide range of bandwidth starting from 1.42 eV of GaAs
to 2.26 eV of pure GaP. Some of these alloys are also direct bandgap. Like GaAs,
gallium phosphide can potentially be used as a semiconductor substrate for high speed
electronic and optoelectronic circuits, and can compete with other commonly used
semiconductors in the present opto-electronic industry due to its high mechanical
strength, chemical resistance, thermal conductivity and hardness. In addition, GaP
can be used in visible and near infrared applications where most of the interesting
infrared materials is unusable due to absorption (GaP as a material for visible and
infrared optics). GaP is also an excellent candidate to be part of a high band gap
solar cell in a multijunction or tandem system, due to its wide band gap (2.26 eV).
GaP has usually been grown in crystalline thin film form by using epitaxial
techniques. In addition to crystalline form, amorphous GaP (a-GaP) has also been
synthesized for application in LEDs and high-temperature transistors by N. Elgun
et al. (1994). The flexibility of its energy gap should be useful for tuning wide area
tandem solar cells in the near future. In the photovoltaic field, a-GaP has the advan-
tages of being relatively cheap, with low temperature deposition and the possibility
of growth on a variety of substrates, including glass, metal and plastic, with diverse
commercial applications. As mentioned above, epitaxial techniques have mainly been
used to grow crystalline GaP thin films; however, several deposition methods have
also been used for the preparation of amorphous and crystalline GaP thin films, like
plasma enhanced chemical transport deposition (PECTD), evaporation, plasma de-
position, liquid phase epitaxy, ion beam assisted deposition and sputtering. Among
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Figure 2.15: The band structure of GaP in crystalline form.
these deposition techniques, radio frequency (RF) sputtering is known to be suitable
for large-scale applications in device fabrication at a relatively low cost [99]. This
technique has been also used for preparing hydrogenated a-GaP. It is possible to
synthesis GaP with different size and shape such as nanowires, nanotubes and quan-
tum dots. Meanwhile, it is feasible to economically grow of GaP epi-layers on silicon
substrates because of its high lattice match with silicon [100].
Electronic Structure: Gallium phosphide (GaP) is an important III-V semi-
conductor with an indirect band gap of 2.26 eV at room temperature. Figure 2.15
is showing the band structure of pure GaP in its crystalline form. The energy is
plotted as a function of the wavevector along the main crystallographic directions
in the crystal, since the band diagram depends on the direction in the crystal. The
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band structure has been simplified to the band structure close to conduction and
valence band since only electrons in the highest almost-filled band and the lowest
almost-empty band dominate the behavior of the semiconductor. An important fea-
ture which can be extracted from the band structure is whether the conduction band
minimum and the valence band maximum occur at the same wavevector. In the GaP
case, valence band maximum occurs at the Γ point, but the minimum conduction
band occurs at the X point. Therefore, GaP is an indirect bandgap material. The
mobility of an electron or a hole in the presence of an applied electric field can be
determined directly by the gradient of the energy function dE(k)/dk. In GaP, the
electron and hole mobilities are 250 and 450 cm2V −1s−1, respectively. In compar-
ison with Si, the electron and hole mobilities are 1400 and 450 cm2V −1s−1 in Si,
respectively.
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Chapter 3
THEORETICAL METHODS
In this chapter, a brief overview of the computational method used in our study
is given. The electronic structures of all studied materials are calculated from first
principles (DFT). Therefore, in the first part of this chapter, an overview of the detail
of DFT and MD calculations will be given and in the second part including a brief
overview of important aspects of DFT is given. Also, the concepts of basis set and
Pseudopotential functions will be briefly described.
3.0.1 Computational Details
We use a melting and quenching approach based on MD simulation for generating a
structural model of a-Si, as the starting atomic structure for feeding DFT calculations.
The LAMMPS molecular dynamic code was used for simulating the melting and
quenching process. In the simulation, the Tersoff interatomic potential [101] was
employed for describing the Si atom interactions, with the cut-offs set as 2.7 A˚(taper)
and 3.0 A˚(maximum); this potential has been widely used for generating Si based
structures. Full ion relaxation of all the structures resulting from MD were carried
out at the DFT-level as implemented in the Quantum Espresso 5.2.1 software package.
The BFGS quasi-newton algorithm, based on the trust radius procedure, was used as
the optimization algorithm to find the relaxed structure.
Both the ionic relaxation and the electronic structure calculations was per-
formed using the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) or Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchangecorrelation functional [102–104]. The core and valance electrons interaction
were described by the Norm-Conserving Pseudopotential function. A energy cutoff
(Ecut) of 12Ry was employed for the plane-wave basis set and an 8 × 8 × 8 k-point
mesh was used with the Monkhorst-Pack grid method for Brillouin-zone sampling in
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all calculations, unless otherwise stated.
3.0.2 Density Functional Theory
DFT is a single partical theoretical method in quantum mechanics used in physics,
chemistry, and material science as an alternative to solving the many-body Schro¨dinger
equation. The demonstration of its validity is well-established for the ground state,
while theoretical issues remain open regarding its applicability to excited states. The
use of DFT in solving complicated many-body problems has led to a dramatic reduc-
tion in the computational expense and time, which explains why DFT has become
one of the most popular computational methods in computational chemistry.
DFT relies on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems which state that [67, 68]:
Theorem 1. If two systems of electrons have the same ground state density
ρ(r), with one trapped in the potential V (r) and the other in the potential V ′(r),
then:
V (r)− V ′(r) = Constant (3.1)
From this theorem, one can conclude that V (r) is a unique functional of ρ and con-
sequently the wave-function obtained from the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation
based on the given v(r) will be also a unique function of ρ. Therefore, it is possible
to define an energy functional as below:
E[ρ(r)] =
∞∫
−∞
drV (r)ρ(r) + F [ρ(r)] (3.2)
Based on this equation, one can prove that:
Theorem 2. The global minimum of the energy functional, Eq. 3.2, is the true
ground-state energy, E0, for the system and the density that minimizes the functional
is the ground-state density, ρ0(r).
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In Eq. 3.2, F [ρ(r)] is an universal functional containing the kinetic energy and
the potential energy of the electrons resulting from the Coulomb repulsion between
them. In the majority of systems, F [ρ(r)] is an extremely complicated functional
whose exact form is not known, and should be approximated in some way. Despite the
need for an approximate form of this functional, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems still
make the quantum mechanical calculations much simpler by mapping the many-body
problem to an electron density problem dependent on just three spatial variables.
One of the earliest approximations for the universal functional, E[ρ] was pro-
posed by Kohn and Sham based on an effective potential model [68]. They introduced
the idea of an auxiliary system of non-interacting electrons for which the kinetic
energy functional and the exact density could be written in terms of one-electron
Kohn-Sham orbitals. Employing this approximation, the many-body problem can be
mapped into a set of coupled one-electron equations similar in spirit to the Hartree-
Fock scheme but actually preserving the many-body character of the problem :
HΦj(r) = εjΦj(r) (3.3)
Φj(r) is Kohn-Sham (KS)-wavefunction and εj is the eigenvalue of the KS-wavefunction.
The Hamiltonian of the system in the Kohn-Sham formalism is:
H =
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2
+ Veff (r) (3.4)
and
Veff (r) = Vext +
∫
ρ(r′)
|r − r′|dr +
∂Exc[ρ(r)]
∂ρ(r)
(3.5)
As seen, the effective potential includes three terms. The first term is the external
potential describing the interaction between the nucleus (ion cores) and the valence
electrons, the second term is the repulsive Coulomb interaction between electrons,
and the third term is the exchange correlation energy, which is the most complicated
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term and needs to be approximated. The KS-equation should be solved iteratively as
follow:
1) The initial form of ρ(r) is approximated.
2) The KS Hamiltonian is constructed based on Eq. 3.4.
3) The KS-wavefunctions are obtained via Eq. 3.3.
4) The new electron density is calculated through ρ(r) =
∑
j|φj(r)|2.
5) If the difference between the new and old electron density is equal or lower to the
convergence criteria, the KS equations are considered solved, otherwise the process is
repeated from Step 2.
In order to solve KS equations, it is necessary to find a description for the
exchange-correlation (XC) energy functional. This function appears in the KS equa-
tion for correcting the error resulting from using the non-interacting kinetic energy of
the electrons and using classical electron-electron interactions. Quantum treatment
of electron-electron interactions includes the Fermi correlation which prevents two
electrons with parallel spins to be in the same point of space; Coulomb effects which
describes the correlation between the position of two electrons due to the Coulomb
repulsion, and the correlation related to the overall symmetry of the system wave-
function. The exact form of the XC functional is unknown, but there are various
approaches to approximate this functional. The earliest approximation of the XC
functional was proposed by Kohn-Sham [68] known as the Local Density Approxima-
tion (LDA). There, Exc obtained in the LDA is described as follows:
ELDAxc (ρ) =
∫
ρ(r)εxc[ρ(r)]dr (3.6)
Here, εxc is the Exc per electron in a homogeneous electron gas with the spatial
electron density of ρ(r) obtained from theories of a homogeneous electron gas. Since
the LDA gives a bad approximation of Exc in some systems, there have been so many
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efforts to introducing a better functional for estimating Exc. Maybe the most well-
known and well-used functional for the exchange-correlation energy after LDA is the
Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) which states that the XC energy not
only depends on the value of the electron density, but also it depends on its spatial
gradient [105]. The typical form for a GGA functional is:
EGGAxc (ρ) =
∫
ρ(r)εxc[ρ(r),5ρ(r)]dr (3.7)
The GGA significantly improves on the LDA description of the binding energy
of molecules. This improvement caused the wide spread acceptance of DFT in the
chemistry community in the early 1990s. it is worth mentioning that both ELDAxc and
EGGAxc can be separated into two exchange and correlation parts [106]:
ELDAxc (ρ) = E
LDA
x (ρ) + E
LDA
c (ρ) (3.8)
EGGAxc (ρ) = E
GGA
x (ρ) + E
GGA
c (ρ) (3.9)
Based on this separation, different hybrid exchange correlation functionals have been
proposed for further accuracy such as the linear combination of ELDAxc and E
GGA
xc .
One of the well-known and successful hybrid functionals is B3LYP (Becke, three-
parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr). This functional is defined as follows:
EB3LY Pxc = E
LDA
x +a0(E
HF
x −ELDAx ) +ax(EGGAx −ELDAx ) +ELDAc +ac(EGGAc −ELDAc )
(3.10)
where EHFx is the HartreeFock exact exchange functional:
EHFx = −
1
2
∑
i,j
∫ ∫
ψ∗i (r1)ψ
∗
j (r1)
1
r12
ψi(r2)ψj(r2)dr1dr2 (3.11)
Since this functional is not available in the Quantum Espresso software, we instead use
another well verified exchange-correlation functional named BLYP. The mathematical
expression of BLYP is similar to B3LYP and is explained in details in previous works
[103, 107].
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3.0.3 basis set and Pseudopotential
As mentioned before, in order to solve the Kohn-Sham equation, an initial guess
for ρ(r) as the starting point of the calculations is required. The initial ρ can be
obtained from the initial guess of a wavefunction constructed from a linear combi-
nation of atomic wavefunctions of the atoms in the given system. Several different
approaches have been proposed to generate atomic wavefunctions in order to correctly
describe the behavior of the electrons in the core and valance levels. These atomic
wavefunctions are called the basis set. The 4 main popular basis set are: Plane Wave,
Guassian, Augmented, and Numerical. Since the Quantum Espresso code only uses
a plane wave basis set for performing DFT calculations, here we briefly explain this
particular basis set. It is worth to notify that plane wave basis set are widely used in
many solid state calculations.
According to Bloch’s theorem, the electronic wavefunctions for a lattice of
atoms at each k point can be expressed in terms of plane wave basis set as following:
Ψ~k(~r) =
∑
~K
C( ~K)exp(i ~K.~r) ~K = ~k + ~G. (3.12)
where exp(i ~K.~r) are the plane wave basis set and the sum runs over all ~G. Here, ~G
is reciprocal lattice vector and ~k is wavevector of the electronic wavefunction. C( ~K)
presents the expansion coefficients of the basis set and follows the relation:
(λ ~K − )C( ~K) +
∑
~G
U ~GC(
~K − ~G) = 0 λ ~K = ~2K2/2m (3.13)
where U ~G denotes the Fourier transform of the periodic potential lattice. In order to
describe U ~G, pseudopotential functions are required which account for both the ion
core and electronic shell potential. Theoretically, we need to expand the wavefunc-
tions in terms of an infinite number of plane waves basis set which is computationally
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Figure 3.1: Truncation of the basis set plane wave using Ecut.
impossible. Since the C( ~K) coefficients decrease exponentially with increasing K,
practically only finite number of plane waves corresponding to some maximum value
of K are needed within a certain numerical accuracy. In calculations, Ecut is the
factor which specifies the number of plane waves in the wave function expansion. In
fact, a plane wave with specific K will contribute in the expansion, if its K satisfy
the following relation:
~2(k +G)2
2me
< Ecut (3.14)
The truncation of the basis set using Ecut is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. With
a limited number of plane waves, all the wavefunctions and their energies can be
calculated. Other physical quantities of the system (e.g. charge density) are also
computationally possible with integrating that quantity over the entire Brillouin Zone
(BZ). For example, the electron density can be calculated using the following equation:
ρ(r) =
occ∑
i
∫
ΩBZ
|Ψi, ~K(~r)|2
d3K
ΩBZ
(3.15)
where the sum runs over all occupied bands, j. Since there is so many K-points in
the BZ, integration of Eq. 3.15 is computationally difficult. Therefore, the integral
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is replaced by a sum containing fewer K-points but with the weights, wn:
ρ(r) ≈
occ∑
i
Nkpt∑
n=1
wn|Ψi, ~K(~r)|2 (3.16)
From a computational point of view, uniformly sampling K-points from the BZ is
critical to accurately calculate ρ(r). One of most successful and widely used methods
for K-point sampling is the Monkhorst-Pack method. The interested reader referred
to the original paper for more details [108].
Although, the electrons in the valence states are represented explicitly with
plane wave basis set, the core electrons and nucleus of an atom together were rep-
resented by pseudopotential functions. Using this approach makes DFT calculations
inexpensive and shorter for the systems containing many atoms as well as heavy
atoms. There has been much effort in finding ways to create proper pseudopoten-
tials which are both successful to describe the many-electron behavior correctly, and
are computationally efficient at the same time. For the Quantum Espresso calcula-
tions performed in this dissertation, the pseudopotentials are created from all-electron
atomic calculation performed in DFT through solving the radial Kohn- Sham equa-
tions:
(−1
2
d2
d2r
+
l(l + 1)
2r2
+ v[ρ; r)])rRn,l(r) = εnlrRn,l(r) (3.17)
Here v[(ρ; r)] is the self-consistent one-electron potential:
v[ρ; r] = −Z
r
+ vH [ρ; r] + vxc[ρ(r)] (3.18)
vH is the Hartree potential, vxc is the exchange-correlation potential functional of the
core electrons, and ρ(r) is the total electron density of the wavefunctions occupied by
the core electrons. The pseudopotential should satisfy following conditions:
1) The psuedo-wavefunctions obtained from pseudopotential shouldn’t have a node.
2) The normalized atomic radial pseudo-wave-function (PP), with angular momentum
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l, should be equal to the normalized radial all-electron wavefunction (AE) after a given
cutoff radius, rc:
RPPl (r) = R
AE
l (r) for r > rc (3.19)
3) Both wavefunctions (PP and AE) should have the same charge inside of the cutoff
radius as follows:
rc∫
0
|RPPl (r)|2r2dr =
rc∫
0
|RAEl (r)|2r2dr (3.20)
4) The eigenvalues of AE and PP wavefunctions must be the same.
A pseudopotential with these conditions are usually called, ”norm-conserving pseu-
dopotential” and this type of pseudopotential is used in the DFT calculations.
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Chapter 4
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND LOCALIZED STATES IN AMORPHOUS SI
AND HYDROGENATED AMORPHOUS SI
As discussed in Chapter 2, amorphous silicon (a-Si) is utilized in many material
technologies such as solar cells, thin film transistors, LCD, photo-sensors, and pho-
toreceptors [109–114]. It is generally accepted from experimental and theoretical
studies that most of the optical and electrical properties of a-Si including absorption,
photodegradation (SWE), and charge transport are strongly affected by the presence
of mid-gap states in the electronic structure of a-Si, which results from the existence
of microscopic structural disorder and defects [115–117]. Dangling bonds (DBs) are
mostly believed to responsible for these mid-gap states, and contribute strongly to
the optical and electrical properties of a-Si. However, there are indications that other
metastable and likely less localized structural defects may also contribute [115, 118].
On the other hand, since large amounts of H are usually used to saturate dangling
bonds in an a-Si structure, the nature and the interaction of H with these metastable
defects is also a matter of interest. Different possible interactions of H atoms with
these metastable structural defects may result in different atomic configurations, and
consequently different electronic structure [119, 120]. Therefore, improved under-
standing of the defect configurations contributing to the electronic structure beyond
DBs, and of the influence of hydrogenation, is important to improve the material
properties of a-Si [121]. In this dissertation, we investigate the nature of possible H
interactions with different metastable structural defects and further investigate the
effect of hydrogen on mid-gap states and orbital localization based on its interaction
with the aforementioned defects.
Part of this work was presented as a talk in 2016 MRS Spring Meeting & Exhibit-Phoenix in
March 31 and a full version is going to be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal.
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Several theoretical and computational studies have been reported on the prop-
erties of a-Si, with and without H [97, 122–129]. The accuracy of these studies are
dependent on generating a reliable computer model for the a-Si and a-Si:H atomic
structure. In the case of a-Si, molecular dynamics simulations in conjunction with
DFT calculations have yielded structures whose properties are commensurate with
experimental results [98]. In the case of a-Si:H, the type of simulations performed vary
over a broad range, from simple classical models to accurate first principle models.
One of the earliest approaches to generate the structure of a-Si:H was the Bethe-
lattice approach [123]. Later, there were a class of approaches to saturate dangling
bonds in the pure a-Si structure by adding hydrogen by hand or numerically, and then
relaxing the resulting structure using Keating-type potentials for both the H and Si
atoms [130–133]. Different types of interatomic potentials (such as the Stillinger-
Weber-type) were later developed to generate a-Si:H networks [131]. In addition to
these reports, which were mostly based on classical models, there have also been
several attempts using ab initio MD to create realistic structures of a-Si:H based on
the Car-Parrinello approach [122, 124]. In this approach, the interatomic potential
obtained from DFT is used to simulate the melting and quenching processes on struc-
tures containing both H and Si atoms. In addition to DFT, the tight binding model
has been also used to describe the interaction between atoms, in order to generate
a-Si:H networks based on the melting and quenching approach [128].
In the present work, we report a new method to create low defect and stable
configurations of a-Si:H. The procedure consists of adding hydrogen atoms to a fully
optimized a-Si supercell obtained from MD-DFT methods using melting and quench-
ing, in which fully optimized DFT calculations were performed on many possible
configurations after each H atom addition. The optimized configurations obtained
from DFT with the lowest energy were then taken as the most stable configurations.
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Using this method, we generated a total of 8 stable configurations which differ in H
concentration from 2 to 12% to investigate the effect of hydrogen addition on the
atomic and electronic structure of a-Si. This method enables us to investigate which
structural defects are more sensitive to the addition of H, by analyzing various stable
configurations of a-Si:H. Furthermore, we investigate the effect of hydrogen addi-
tion on the electronic properties of a-Si:H with different hydrogen concentrations and
bonding configurations.
4.1 Method
4.1.1 Generation of the a-Si and a-Si:H Structures
Molecular Dynamics simulations in conjunction with DFT calculations have been
demonstrated to yield amorphous material structures whose properties are commen-
surate with experimental results [98, 134, 135]. Therefore, we initially carried out
MD simulations to generate a general form of the a-Si structure, and then relaxed the
structure using a DFT calculation to obtain an experimentally compatible structure.
MD simulation of the melting and quenching process was carried out on a
crystalline Si structure in order to create an a-Si supercell containing 64 Si atoms (a-
Si64) with three dimensional (3D) periodic boundary conditions. A diamond starting
atomic structure of crystalline Si with an experimental lattice constant of a0 = 5.43A˚
was constructed using a cubic supercell with the dimension of a = b = c = 2a0, which
was periodically repeated in 3D space to generate an infinite network of atoms. Then,
we carried out a simulated melting process at 3000 K for 10 ps with a fixed volume
and temperature ensemble (NVT). A simulation time step of 0.1 fs was used. The
structure obtained from the 10 ps melting was consequently quenched to 300 K, with
a cooling rate of 6 × 1012 K/s which we refer to as a medium cooling rate. After
quenching, the a-Si structure was annealed for 25 ps at 300 K. Finally, the structure
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Figure 4.1: The atomic structure of the a-Si64 supercell.
was fully optimized using DFT relaxation calculation.
Six complete MD simulation cycles, as described above, were performed on the
same c-Si supercells with six different cooling rates ranging from 2× 1012 to 2× 1013
in order to generate six different a-Si supercell as the starting structure for DFT
calculations. We found similar results for the simulated structural and electronic
properties for all the a-Si supercells. Therefore, in the present work, we focus on the
detailed resulted obtained for one a-Si structure, that of from medium cooling rate
(6× 1012).
Figure 4.1 illustrates the atomic structures of an a-Si supercell containing 64
atoms obtained from MD simulation (with medium cooling rate) and DFT relaxtion
calculation. Based on the periodic structure formed from the supercell in Fig. 4.1,
all the Si atoms in the supercell except two of them (each of them has one dangling
bond) are bonded to four other Si atoms through covalent bonds with an assumed
cutoff Si-Si bond length of 2.58 A˚, which is 10% longer than the experimental Si-Si
bond length (2.35 A˚). The structure mostly displays stable 5, 6 or 7 fold rings, and
there are no large voids or holes inside it. The average Si-Si bond length is 2.34 A˚
with an rms value of 0.04 A˚ and the average Si-Si-Si bond angle is 108.100◦ with an
rms value of 1.256◦. In the crystalline form of Si, the Si-Si bond length is 2.35 A˚ and
the Si-Si-Si bond angle is 109.471◦. Interestingly enough, the amorphous structure
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obtained after the MD quenching phase did not have any dangling bonds, rather
floating bonds, and only after the DFT optimization did the dangling bonds appear,
leading to a lower energy structure.
For obtaining an atomic structural model of a-Si:H with H at%=2 (a-Si64H),
the supercell of a-Si with 64 atoms obtained from MD is first relaxed using DFT
methods and then a single hydrogen atom is added to this fully relaxed supercell.
Since there are 64 possible ways to bond a hydrogen atom to the supercell (the
hydrogen atom can be bonded to each of the 64 Si atoms), DFT ion relaxation
calculations were carried out on all 64 possible configurations. The configuration with
the lowest energy computed by the ion relaxation calculations is chosen as the most
stable configuration in order to perform further calculations. The same procedure was
repeated for finding the most stable configuration of a-Si:H with H at%=3 (a-Si64H2),
with the difference being that a single hydrogen atom was added to the most stable
configuration of a-Si:H with H at%=2. The same strategy was used for generating
a-Si:H with higher hydrogen concentrations. Here, the short hand label of a-Si64Hn
was used to determine the number of H atoms in the supercell where ”n” indicates
the number of H atoms in the a-Si supercell containing 64 Si atoms. We also use the
label of Si#n to indicate the nth Si atom in the supercell.
The reliability of the structures obtained from the MD-DFT protocol were
checked by calculating the Radial Distribution Function (RDF) using the LAMMPS
program. The RDF gives the probability of finding two atoms in a structure separated
by a distance, r. Figure 4.2 shows the calculated RDF of the a-Si and a-Si:H structures
compared the experimental results [6, 7]. As can be seen, both the calculated and
experimental RDF exhibit a strong peak at 2.3 A˚ and two weak peaks around 4 and
6 A˚. The small peak which appears adjacent to the highest peak, around 1.5 A˚, is
due to the presence of H.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: The calculated RDF (black lines) of a) a-Si and b) a-Si:H in comparison
with experimental RDF (red lines) [6, 7].
4.2 Result
4.2.1 Hydrogen Addition Effect on the Atomic and Electronic Structure of a-Si
As grown, a-Si is typically highly defective and contains many undercoordinated Si
atoms (dangling bonds) as well as significantly deviated Si-Si bond lengths and Si-Si-
Si bond angles compared to bulk crystalline Si (c-Si) [136]. In this section, first we
attempt to identify which of the structural defects in a-Si are primarily involved in the
H addition from an energetic standpoint, and second we investigate how the electronic
structure changes with this H addition. Toward this goal, we investigate the energy
change of a-Si with inserting one or more hydrogen atoms to the modeled a-Si64
supercell obtained from MD and then optimized by the DFT method. For generating
different initial configurations, the hydrogen atom was attached to a specific Si atom
at a distance of 1A˚ in 6 different directions (±x, ±y, and±z). From the chemical point
of view, the distance of 1A˚ between the given Si atom and the H atom guaranties the
presence of a bond between them. Since there are 64 Si atoms total in the supercell,
and H atom attaches to a given Si atom in 6 different configurations, we therefore
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generated 64×6=384 different initial configurations in order to perform further energy
relaxation as discussed in the previous section. The energy of all the relaxed structures
were compared and the structure corresponding to the lowest total energy was defined
as the most stable one.
As mentioned before, there are no dangling bonds and two floating bonds
(FB) in the supercell prepared by MD simulation. After optimizing this supercell
using the DFT method, the energy of the final supercell is 8.23 eV less than that of
the initial structure. We found that this huge stability is associated with appearing
two dangling bonds (labeled here as Si#59 and Si#20) and removing two floating
bonds in the supercell. This result shows that stable configurations of the amorphous
structure do not necessarily mean no dangling bonds in the structure. Since we
have two dangling bonds in the supercell, the H atom is conventionally expected to
passivate the mentioned dangling bonds in the most stable configuration of a-Si64H.
However, our structural analysis shows that, the most stable configuration of a-Si64H
corresponds to a H atom bonded to Si#46, not to the dangling bond Si#59 or Si#20.
The position of Si#46 in the a-Si structure is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Although the
Si#46 atom does not have a dangling bond, it is under a significant ring strain (RS)
since it is shared between two unstable 4-fold rings. Ring strain exists when the
chemical bonds form under abnormal angles which is the case for small rings such
as 3 and 4-fold rings resulting in their abnormal chemical reactivity [137]. Due to
this high ring strain, the bond shared between two rings is relatively longer (2.46A˚)
than the other bonds in the rings. A 3D electron density analysis showed that two
bonds out of the four bonds involved with Si#46 have low electron density relative
to the other bonds. Since the concentration of electronic charge in the bond region
is characteristic of the strength of the covalent bonds, especially the bonds between
identical atoms [138], the covalent bonds involved with Si#46 are therefore weak.
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These weak covalent bonds might explain why H preferentially binds to the Si#46
site rather than the Si atom with the dangling bond [139, 140]. It is known that the
bonds of large different strength to those which make up the perfect crystal could
significantly change the local distribution of electronic energy levels [141]. Some
of these altered energy levels are localized and located in within the band gap of
the semiconductor [141]. In consistent with the argument, using the atom-projected
densities of states (PDOS) analysis, we found that this Si atom creates highly dense
mid-gap states close to the conduction band edge compared to the other Si atoms in
the supercell. We also found that the H atom bonded to Si#46 results in removing
one dangling bond (Si#20), which is very far from the H position in the supercell.
Since the exsistance of dangling bonds in the a-Si is associated with disorder in the
atomic structure, H atoms attached to Si atoms with highly SBs could reduce the
disorder and consequently the dangling or floating bonds. This change in disorder
may be another reason why H preferentially, in some cases, attaches to Si atoms with
SBs rather than DBs. In fact, H atoms attached to Si atoms with SBs could tune
both the short range and long range disorder. Tuning this disorder using H atoms
provides a big degree of freedom to engineer the electronic structure of a-Si.
We also examined the atomic structure of a-Si:H, when a second H atom is
inserted into the a-Si64H supercell. Our structural analysis shows that, in the most
stable configuration, the inserted H atom is bonded to Si#59, which has a dangling
bond. By inserting this second H atom to the supercell, all the dangling bonds
disappear in the supercell. With continued insertion of H atoms to the supercell, we
found again a sensitivity of Si atoms under bond or ring strain to hydrogen addition.
For instance, in the case of inserting the third and fourth H atoms to the supercell,
the H atom is bonded to the Si atoms in 4-fold rings. The bonds involved with these
Si atoms are under either bond length strain or ring strain. Our calculations show the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: The position of a) Si#46 (blue colored) and Si#47 (red colored) and b)
Si#20 (blue colored) and Si#53 (red colored) in a-Si structure.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Calculated EDOS of a) the valence band of a-Si and a-Si:H in comparison
with photoemision experiment [8] and b) a-Si:H close to the band gap in different H
concentrations.
same trend for the case of having five (a-Si64H5) and six (a-Si64H6) H atoms in the
supercells. In the most stable configuration, in both cases, the inserted H atom was
added to the Si atoms under ring strain, one in a 4-fold ring and one shared between
two 5-fold rings.
In all the a-Si:H cases studied, the energy difference between the first and
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second most stable configurations was at least 0.1 eV, and therefore are quite sta-
ble even up to elevated temperatures. However, since a-Si:H is usually deposited by
plasma deposition under highly non-equilibrium conditions, other less stable config-
urations would also appear within a particular volume of material [109]. However,
these less stable configurations could be converted to more energetically stable ones
with appropriate annealing process [133].
The details of the electronic properties of a-Si and a-Si:H materials are very
important for their use in electronic and optoelectronic applications. We performed
electronic structure calculations on a-Si and on the most stable configurations of a-
Si:H. Figure. 4.12a illustrates the calculated electronic density of states (EDOS) plot
of the a-Si and a-Si:H valence band compared to photoemission experimental results
[8], where a good agreement is observed between experimental and computational
results in terms of the hight and the location of the two characteristic peaks of a-Si and
a-Si:H. This agreement provides further evidence (beside the RDF) in the accuracy
of the amorphous structure produced by the MD-DFT method. From Fig. 4.12b, it
is obvious that adding H atoms to the a-Si structure noticeably change the electronic
structure close to the band gap, including a decrease the mid gap state density and
an increase in the band gap, which is in agreement with experimental results. The
decrease in the mid gap state density with H has been attributed to the passivation
of the dangling bonds, the argument being that insertion of H into a-Si effectively
decreases the number of dangling bonds and consequently removes the mid gap states
in the a-Si EDOS. However, this argument is not always true. For example, we find
that although all dangling bonds disappears after adding the second H atom to the
supercell, additional H contains reduce the mid gap state and increase the band gap
(See Fig. 4.12b). This mid gap states removal can be due to the replacement of
relatively weak Si-Si bonds by a strong Si-H bonds. The formation of strong Si-H
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bonds results from the interaction of the the shallow orbital of a-Si in the valance
and conduction band edges with the H orbitals, which instead create electronic states
deeper in valance and conduction bands.
We note that the band gap change is fast at relatively low H concentration, but
this change becomes slower at higher H concentration. The band gap value becomes
constant and even drops at a certain level of H concentration. Therefore, there should
be an optimum value of H concentration in growing a-Si:H material, which is in good
agreement with previous experiments [142].
4.2.2 Localized States due to Defects and Hydrogen Effect on Orbital Localization
The atomic structure and the degree of disorder plays an important role in determin-
ing the localization of electronic states in a material. In this section, we investigate
which structural defects are responsible for orbital localization in a-Si and how H
addition affects this localization. In order to do that, localization of the Kohn-Sham
orbitals was first studied in detail for the basic a-Si model without H, followed by
study of the same localization with H.
The localized properties of an eigenstate can be numerically quantified using
the inverse participation ratio (IPR). The IPR for an eigenstate Ψn is given as
IPR(Ψn) =
ΣNi=1a
4
ni
(ΣNi=1a
2
ni)
2
(4.1)
where ani is the coefficient of i
th basis set orbital in nth Kohn-Sham orbital Ψn (Ψn =
ΣNi=1aniφi). The IPR for an ideally extended state is zero and for an ideally localized
state (on one basis orbital) is one. Therefore, higher IPR signifies a higher degree of
localization. Here, the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions for a-Si structures were obtained
using DFT calculation, and in order to quantify the localization properties, the IPR
values were computed from Eq. 4.1. In the rest of this section, the Kohn-Sham wave
function of the localized states is discussed in detail.
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The following functionals show the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions of the ten most
localized electronic states (in order of increasing IPR value) lying in the gap and
valence band tail of a-Si.
Ψ1 = 0.145φ46Pz + 0.040φ48Pz + 0.036φ62Px + ...
Ψ2 = 0.126φ46Pz + 0.030φ26Py + 0.029φ47Px + ...
Ψ3 = 0.125φ46Pz + 0.055φ47Px + 0.030φ26Py + ...
Ψ4 = 0.111φ46Pz + 0.027φ48Pz + 0.026φ4Pz + ...
Ψ5 = 0.123φ46Pz + 0.033φ26Py + 0.033φ47Px + ...
Ψ6 = 0.121φ46Pz + 0.042φ26Px + 0.032φ48Pz + ...
Ψ7 = 0.117φ46Pz + 0.043φ48Pz + 0.034φ62Px + ...
Ψ8 = 0.103φ46Pz + 0.030φ11Py + 0.028φ48Pz + ...
Ψ9 = 0.127φ46Pz + 0.058φ26Py + 0.040φ7Px + ...
Ψ10 = 0.106φ46Pz + 0.050φ47Px + 0.033φ43Px + ...
(4.2)
Here, the notation of φnx is used to describe the basis set orbital where ”n”
indicates the nth Si atom in the supercell and ”x” indicate the type of atomic orbital
from the valance layer of Si. For instance, φ46Pz stands for the Pz atomic orbital from
46th Si atom in the supercell. We also use the short hand label of Si#n to indicate
the nth Si atom.
Eq. 4.2 clarifies that Si#46 has the largest contribution in constructing the
ten first most localized electronic states. The position of Si#46 in the a-Si structure
was previously shown in Fig. 4.3. As previously mentioned, this Si atom is under
high ring strain due to being shared between two small 4-fold ring. Although there
are two dangling bonds in the supercell, atom Si#46 with abnormal bond angles has
the most important role in creating localized states in the gap and valence band tail.
This result indicates the Si atoms without DB may appear to contribute most to the
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localized states (with the highest localization) in the band tail and midgap region,
rather than DBs.
In order to further examine the contribution of Si atoms with SB and RS in
orbital localization, the localization of states within the conduction band tail were
also investigated. The following Kohn-Sham wavefunctions describes the ten most
localized electronic state of a-Si locating in the conduction band tail based on the
atomic orbitals.
Ψ1 = 0.133φ20Py + 0.065φ53Py + 0.052φ59Py + ...
Ψ2 = 0.127φ46Pz + 0.084φ47Px + 0.069φ44S + ...
Ψ3 = 0.114φ47Px + 0.069φ46Pz + 0.048φ44Px + ...
Ψ4 = 0.125φ47Px + 0.078φ46Pz + 0.060φ44Px + ...
Ψ5 = 0.134φ20Py + 0.073φ53Py + 0.064φ59Py + ...
Ψ6 = 0.130φ20Py + 0.054φ53Py + 0.053φ4Pz + ...
Ψ7 = 0.127φ20Py + 0.060φ53Py + 0.043φ4Pz + ...
Ψ8 = 0.121φ46Pz + 0.079φ47Px + 0.040φ44S + ...
Ψ9 = 0.119φ47Px + 0.064φ44Px + 0.062φ46Pz + ...
Ψ10 = 0.117φ47Px + 0.080φ46Pz + 0.048φ44Px + ...
(4.3)
By paying close attention to the wavefunctions, one can figure out that Si#46
and Si#47 have the largest contribution in the most of localized states (Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4,Ψ8,Ψ9,Ψ10)
located in the conduction band tail. Fig. 4.3 shows the location of Si#47 in the a-Si
structure which has been shared between two 4-folded rings and is bonded to Si#46
with a relative weak bond (Fig. 4.3). Another atom which appears important in
creating localized states (Ψ1,Ψ5,Ψ6,Ψ7) is Si#20. As indicated in Fig. 4.3, Si#20
atom has a dangling bond and is also under a 4-folded ring strain. it is worth men-
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tioning here that since 4-folded rings in a-Si network are not perfect rings, some of
the atoms in these rings are under higher angle strain than the others. Therefore,
Si#53 (Fig. 4.3) which is in the 4-folded ring has higher contribution than the other
atoms in the ring in the localized states(Ψ1,Ψ5,Ψ6,Ψ7) due to experiencing higher
ring strain.
In order to further verify our findings, the contribution of each atom in the
localization of all the electronic states in the mobility gap of a-Si was also calculated
as following:
IPRk = Σ
N
n=1IPRnk (4.4)
Where N is the number of all the electronic states in the mobility gap of a-Si and
IPRnk is the contribution of k
th atom of the system in the orbital localizations of nth
Kohn-Sham orbital. The IPRnk quantity can be easily calculated using the following
equation:
IPRk = a
4
ni/(Σ
I
i=1a
2
ni)
2 (4.5)
Where, as before, ani is the coefficient of i
th basis set orbital coming from the kth
atom in nth Kohn-Sham orbital Ψn (Ψn = Σ
N
i=1aniφi). Fig. 4.14 shows IPRk val-
ues for each atom. As indicated, Si#20, Si#46 and Si#47 (Si atoms with strained
bonds) have very large contributions almost as large as Si#59 (Si atom with dangling
bond) in the localization of all the electronic states within the mobility gap of a-Si.
As a result of this section, Si atoms involved with strained-bonds (deviated
bond lengths or bond angles) play a crucial role, not necessarily less than dangling
bonds, in the localization of the orbitals in the mobility gap of a-Si. These results
provide a support to the conclusions of recently studies revealing the importance of
strained-bonds participating in localized states [118, 121, 143].
We also examined the effect of H addition on orbital localization. Fig. 4.6
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Figure 4.5: The relative contribution of each atom in the orbital localization of the
modeled a-Si supercell containing 64 atoms prepared by medium cooling rate.
shows the calculated IPR of a-Si in comparison with a-Si:H in different H concentra-
tions. As clearly seen, there is a relative sharp transition between the high and low
IPR values (localized and extended electronic states) identifying the existence of the
mobility edges in both valance and conduction bands. The general form of the IPR
plot is in agreement with previous theoretical and computational studies [122, 136].
From the comparison between the IPR plots presented in Fig. 4.6, it can be no-
ticed that the localization of the Kohn-Sham orbitals significantly decrease by adding
hydrogen atoms to the system. Since our H atoms are mostly added to the atoms
under ring strains, therefore decrease in orbital localization is mostly due to removing
strained bonds rather than dangling bonds. This lower localization could explain the
better transport properties observed for a-Si:H in comparison with a-Si, experimen-
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Figure 4.6: The calculated IPR of a-Si:H with a) 0%, b) 3.12%, c) 6.25%, and d)
12.5% H atomic concentration.
tally [109]. It is noticeable that H atoms decrease the localization in the conduction
band tail more than that in the valence band tail. Since the valence band tail elec-
tronic states are responsible for hole transport and conduction band tail electronic
states are responsible for electron transport, more localization in the valance band
tail could cause intrinsic a-Si:H to transport electrons more easily than holes [144].
Due to this difference in localization between electrons and holes, it is possible that
a-Si:H can act as a selective contact for transporting electron and trapping holes for
low hydrogen concentrations [118].
We observed an inverse trend in localization for a-Si:H at high H concentra-
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Figure 4.7: The position of H in the a) second, b) third, and c) forth stable configura-
tion of a-Si64H2 (3.16% H atomic concentration) and their corresponding calculated
IPR in the d) second, e) third, and f) forth stable configuration.
tions. Fig. 4.6d shows the calculated IPR of a-Si:H with 12.5% H atomic percent. As
seen in the figure, the localization of the orbitals in conduction band tail is higher
than that in valence band tail, against a-Si:H with low atomic H concentration. This
results consequently suggest that a-Si:H can act as a electron selective contact at low
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H concentration and act a hole selective contact at high H concentration.
4.2.3 The effect of H position and different configurations on orbital localization
For examining the effect of the H position on the localization of electronic states in a-
Si:H, we perform electronic structure calculations on less stable configurations, i.e. for
the case of having two H atoms in a-Si64 supercell (3.16% H atomic concentration). In
this case, the first H atom is bonded to the Si#46 for all configuration and the second
H atom is bonded to different Si atoms in different configurations. As previously
mentioned, in the most stable configuration, the second atom is bonded to the Si
atom with dangling bond Si#59. However, in less stable configurations, the H atom
is bonded to different Si atoms with different bonding configurations. Fig. 4.7 shows
the structure of a-Si64H2 in its second, third, and forth most stable configurations
and their corresponding IPR plots.
By comparing between the IPR plots of the most stable configuration, Fig. 4.6b,
and IPR of the next stable configuration in Fig. 4.7, one can easily note the huge im-
pact of the H position on the localization of orbitals in a-Si:H materials. As clearly
seen from the figures, generally speaking, the localization of orbitals in a-Si:H increases
in the less stable configurations. This localization increase is especially obvious in the
second and forth most stable configurations. Therefore, here we just focus on second
and forth most stable configurations.
In the second stable configuration, the second H is bonded to the Si atom
involved in 4-folded ring instead of the Si#59. In this case, compared with the most
stable configuration, the localization of orbitals in the conduction band tails is more
than that in the valance band tails. Therefore, in the less stable structures, a-Si:H
can act as a selective contact for holes, in terms of transport.
In the fourth stable configuration, we find that the H atom creates a bridge
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between two Si atoms. Fig. 4.7f shows the calculated IPR of forth configuration ver-
sus electronic state energies. As clearly seen from the figure, the H atom in the bridge
position creates many localized states in the gap of a-Si and increases the localization
of valence band tail orbitals. The analysis shows that the Si atoms connected by the
H bridge have the largest contribution to localized states.
4.3 Simulation the electronic structure of a-Si and a-Si:H using larger supercells
In order to check the consistency of the obtained results, the same DFT simulations
were performed on a supercell containing 216 Si atoms. A diamond starting atomic
structure of crystalline Si with a lattice constant of a 0 = 5.46 A˚was constructed
using a cubic supercell with the dimension of a = b = c = 3a0, which was periodically
repeated in 3D space to generate an infinite network of atoms. This time, in contrast
to a-Si64 supercell, a0 was chosen in such a way that the mass density of our supercell
is equal the mass density of a-Si measured by experiments [52, 53]. Then, we carried
out a simulated melting and quenching process exactly the same as before. Finally,
the structure was fully optimized using DFT relaxation calculation.
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the atomic structures of an a-Si supercell containing 216
Si atoms obtained from MD simulation and DFT relaxtion calculation. Based on
the periodic structure formed from the supercell in Figure 1, we found three dangling
bonds and three floating bonds per supercell with an assumed Si-Si cutoff bond length
of 2.58 A˚, which is 10% longer than the experimental Si-Si bond length (2.35 A˚). The
structure mostly displays stable 5, 6 or 7 fold rings, and there are no large voids or
holes inside it. The average Si-Si bond length is 2.367 A˚with an rms value of 0.0592
A˚and the average Si-Si-Si bond angle is 107.75◦ with an rms value of 15.486◦. In the
crystalline form of Si, the Si-Si bond length is 2.35 A˚and the Si-Si-Si bond angle is
109.471◦. The structural properties of the generated a-Si are given in Table 1.
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Figure 4.8: The atomic structure of the a-Si216 supercell.
As before, The reliability of the structures obtained from the MD-DFT pro-
tocol were checked by calculating the Radial Distribution Function (RDF) using the
LAMMPS program. Figure 4.9 shows the calculated RDF of the a-Si structures
compared the experimental results [6, 7]. As can be seen, both the calculated and ex-
Table 4.1: Structural and electronic properties of a-Si supercells with different H con-
centrations: mean first-neighbor distance r, standard deviation of the first-neighbor
distance σ, mean bond angle θ, standard deviation of bond angle σθ. Lengthes and
energies are in A˚ and kJ/mol units, respectively.
Supercell r σr θ σθ DB ∆E
a-Si216 2.3672 0.0592 107.75 15.48 3 0
a-Si216H2 2.3660 0.0587 108.06 13.95 5 -3300
a-Si216H4 2.3634 0.0564 108.13 13.78 4 -6400
a-Si216H6 2.3629 0.0559 108.20 13.62 6 -9500
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perimental RDF exhibit a strong peak at 2.3 A˚ and two weak peaks around 4 and 6 A˚.
For obtaining an atomic structural model of a-Si:H with H at%=0.5 (a-Si216H),
the a-Si supercell with 216 atoms obtained from MD is first relaxed using DFT meth-
ods and then a single hydrogen atom is added to this fully relaxed supercell. Since
there are 216 possible ways to bond a hydrogen atom to the supercell (the hydrogen
atom can be bonded to each of the 216 Si atoms), DFT ion relaxation calculations
were carried out on all 216 possible configurations. The configuration with the lowest
energy computed by the ion relaxation calculations is chosen as the most stable con-
figuration in order to perform further calculations. The same procedure was repeated
for finding the most stable configuration of a-Si:H with H at%=1 (a-Si216H2), with
the difference being that a single hydrogen atom was added to the most stable config-
uration of a-Si:H with H at%=0.5. The same strategy was used for generating a-Si:H
with higher hydrogen concentrations. We changed the dimension of the supercell after
each H addition in such a way that the mass density of the supercell is kept the same
Figure 4.9: The calculated RDF (black lines) of a-Si in comparison with experimental
RDF (red lines) [6, 7].
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Figure 4.10: The position of Si atoms (red colored) in a-Si structure involved in H
addition in a-Si:H with the H atomic percent of a) 0% (a-Si216), b) 0.46% (a-Si216H),
c) 0.92% (a-Si216H2), d) 1.37% (a-Si216H3), e) 1.82% (a-Si216H4), and f) 2.26% (a-
Si216H5).
as the mass density of a-Si:H in experimental setup [145]. Here, the short hand label
of a-Si216Hn was used to determine the number of H atoms in the supercell where
”n” indicates the number of H atoms in the a-Si supercell containing 216 Si atoms.
We also use the label of Si#n to indicate the nth Si atom in the supercell.
As before, first we attempt to identify which of the structural defects in a-Si
are primarily involved in the addition of H from an energetic standpoint, and second
we investigate how the electronic structure changes with this H addition. Towards
this goal, we investigate the energy change of a-Si with insertion of hydrogen atoms
one by one to the modeled a-Si216 supercell obtained from MD simulation and DFT
relaxation calculations.
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As mentioned before, we found three dangling bonds (labeled here as Si#9,
Si#57 and Si#158, illustrated later in Fig. 4.15) and three floating bonds (FBs) in
the pure a-Si supercell. Once a H atom is inserted to the supercell, the H atom is
traditionally expected to passivate one of these dangling bonds in the most stable
configuration of a-Si216H. However, our calculations show that the most stable con-
figuration of a-Si216H corresponds to a H atom bonded to a Si atom (illustrated in
Fig. 4.10a) under both bond angle and bond length strain, not to one of the dangling
bonds. Bond angle and bond length strain exist when the chemical bonds form under
non ideal angles and lengths [137]. The average deviation from the ideal bond angle
and bond length involved with the targeted Si atom are 24◦ and 0.09 A˚, respectively.
We found that binding a H atom to this Si atom results in removing one of the FBs
which is spatially separated from the H position in the supercell. While the number
of dangling bonds remain the same, their positions in the a-Si216 supercell change
(Fig. 4.14). We also found that attaching a H atom to the aforementioned Si atom
causes a decrease in the total energy of a-Si by 1600 kJ/mol which is much higher
than a Si-H bond energy. Our calculations show that if H only passivates an isolated
dangling bond while the rest of a-Si network is essentially rigid, then the total en-
ergy of a-Si would decrease by only 440 kJ/mol. Therefore, attaching a H atom to
a strained bond makes the whole a-Si network more stable than attaching it to an
isolated dangling bond.
We also examined the atomic structure of a-Si:H, when a second H atom is
inserted into the a-Si216H supercell. Our calculations show that in the most sta-
ble configuration, the inserted H atom is again bonded to an atom under bond strain
which has no dangling bond or floating bond. The position of this Si atom is depicted
in Fig. 4.10b. The average deviation from ideal bond angle and bond length involved
with this Si atom are 12◦ and 0.04 A˚, respectively. By inserting the second H atom
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to the supercell, the number of dangling bonds increases to 5 per supercell and the
number of floating bonds remains the same as a-Si216. However, we find that the
a-Si network becomes stabilized by 3700 kJ/mol which much higher than the bond
energy (880 kJ/mol) of two Si-H bonds. This high stabilization could be due to an
increase in the degree of structural order in the a-Si network. Table. 4.1 illustrates
the structural properties of the a-Si supercell containing 216 with different H concen-
tration. As seen, the average bond length and average bond angle get closer to their
ideal values with inserting H atoms to the supercell. With continued insertion of H
atoms to the supercell, we found again a sensitivity of Si atoms under bond angle or
bond length strain to hydrogen addition. Fig. 4.10c, 4.10d, 4.10e, and 4.10f show
the Si atoms which were the target of H attack with inserting a third, forth, fifth
and sixth H atom, respectively, to the supercell. Only for the case of inserting the
sixth H atom, is the H atom bonded to a Si atom with a dangling bond. In all those
cases, we observe a change in the number of dangling bonds and floating bonds in
the supercell although H atom bonds to Si atoms with strained bonds (Table. 4.1).
We also observe an improvement in the degree of structural order and a decrease in
the excess energy of the a-Si network after each H addition to the strained bonds
(Table. 4.1). These results together show, in the most stable configuration, that H
atoms do not necessarily attach to an isolated dangling bond, but it might attach to
Si atoms under bond strain. The H interaction with strained bonds globally change
the structure of a-Si which also changes the number and the position of the dangling
and floating bonds. This global structural change is associated with releasing strain
from the whole a-Si network, which consequently causes stabilization much higher
than the bond energy of individual Si-H bonds.
Figure 4.11 shows a typical histogram of the relative energy distribution of
different configurations resulted from H addition (in this case the configurations re-
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Figure 4.11: The histogram of the relative energy distribution of different configura-
tions resulted from one H atom addition to the a-Si216 supercell.
sulted from one H atom addition to the a-Si216 supercell). The energy of the most
stable configuration is set 0 eV. In almost all the a-Si:H cases studied, the energy dif-
ference between the first and second most stable configurations was at least 0.25 eV
(10kT), and therefore are quite stable at room temperature. In order to ensure that
this energy ordering is not dependent on the DFT method, we also use the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [105, 146] for calculating the
energy of the first and second most stable configurations. We obtain almost the same
energy difference and energy ordering for the first and second stable configurations
when we use the PBE functional in the DFT calculations.
The details of the electronic properties of a-Si and a-Si:H materials are very
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important for their application in electronics and optoelectronics. In order to inves-
tigate the electronic properties of a-Si and H atom effect, we performed electronic
structure calculations on a-Si and on the most stable configurations of a-Si:H. Fig-
ure. 4.12a illustrates the calculated electronic density of states (EDOS) plot of the
a-Si and a-Si:H valence band compared to photoemission experimental results [8],
where a good agreement is observed between experimental and computational results
in terms of the height and location of the two characteristic peaks of a-Si and a-
Si:H. This agreement provides further evidence (beside the RDF) of the accuracy of
the amorphous structure produced by the MD-DFT method. From the Fig. 4.12a,
one can see that the effect of hydrogenation is small on the EDOS of the valence
band of a-Si. However, looking in detail at the EDOS close to the valence band edge
(Fig. 4.12b), it reveals that adding H atoms to the a-Si structure noticeably changes
the electronic structure around the band gap. This change mostly includes a decrease
in the mid-gap state density, and consequently an increase in the band gap which is in
agreement with experimental trends (although the actual Si bandgap is smaller than
the experimental value due to well-known issues of normal DFT). The decrease in the
mid-gap state density with H has been attributed to the passivation of the dangling
bonds, the argument being that the insertion of H into a-Si effectively decreases the
number of dangling bonds and consequently removes the mid-gap states in the a-Si
EDOS. However, we find the actual picture is more complicated. From Table 1, it is
obvious that the number of dangling bonds in all the a-Si:H supercells are more than
the number of dangling bonds in the a-Si supercell without H, however the density of
midgap states in the electronic structure of a-Si:H is less than that in the electronic
structure of a-Si (Fig. 4.12b). Therefore, we did not find any correlation between the
number of dangling bonds in the atomic structure of a-Si:H and the density of midgap
states in the electronic structure of a-Si:H. This mid-gap state reduction may be at-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: Calculated EDOS of a) the valence band of a-Si and a-Si:H in comparison
with photoemision experiment [8] and b) a-Si:H close to the band gap for different
H concentrations 0% (a-Si216), 0.92% (a-Si216H2), 1.82% (a-Si216H4), and 2.70%
(a-Si216H6).
tributed to increasing structural order (Table. 4.1) of the network by H insertion [98].
Increasing the structural order leads to strain release from the whole a-Si structure
and leads to the replacement of weak strained Si-Si bonds (which could be the source
of midgap states) by strong Si-Si bonds. Another reason for midgap state reduction
may be due to the replacement of relatively weak Si-Si bonds by strong Si-H bonds
[141]. The formation of strong Si-H bonds results from the interaction of the the
shallow orbital of a-Si in the valence and conduction band edges with the H orbitals,
which instead create deeper electronic states in the valence and conduction bands.
To this end, we believe that the change in excess energy stored in the amorphous
network relative to the c-Si gives a better description of the a-Si atomic network than
the number of dangling bond, as proposed in previous studies [147].
Due to the the presence of structural defects in the atomic structure of an
amorphous material, the mobility of holes and electrons in the states close to the
valence and conduction band edges are much lower compared to the nonlocalized
extended states within the valence and conduction bands, where the carriers are con-
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sidered free. The energy separation of localized and nonlocalized states is rather
sharp and, consequently, this dividing energy is termed the mobility edge [109]. The
energy difference between the valence-band mobility edge and conduction-band mo-
bility edge is the so-called mobility gap. Electronic transport in a-Si and a-Si:H is
strongly affected by the carriers inside the localized states within the mobility gap.
Hence, in this section, we investigate the orbital localization in a-Si and a-Si:H and
the structural defects that are responsible for orbital localization in the mobility gap
of a-Si and H addition effects on this localization.
The localized properties of an eigenstate can be numerically quantified using
the inverse participation ratio (IPR) [148]. The IPR for an eigenstate Ψn is given as
IPR(Ψn) =
ΣNi=1a
4
ni
(ΣNi=1a
2
ni)
2
(4.6)
where ani is the coefficient of the i
th basis set orbital in the nth Kohn-Sham orbital
Ψn (Ψn = Σ
N
i=1aniφi). The IPR for an ideally extended state is zero, and for an ideally
localized state (on a one basis orbital) is one. Therefore, higher IPR signifies a higher
degree of localization. Here, the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions for a-Si structures were
obtained using DFT calculation, and in order to quantify the localization properties,
the IPR values were computed from Eqn. 4.6.
Figure 5.4 shows the calculated IPR of a-Si in comparison with a-Si:H for dif-
ferent H concentrations. As clearly seen, there is a relatively sharp transition between
the high and low IPR values (localized and extended electronic states) identifying the
existence of the mobility edges in both valence and conduction bands. The general
form of the IPR plot is in agreement with previous theoretical and computational
studies [122, 136]. Here, we consider the mobility gap of a-Si and all a-Si:H struc-
tures from 6.0-8.0 eV, since most highly localized states are located in this interval.
From the comparison between the IPR plots presented in Fig. 5.4, we note that
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Figure 4.13: The calculated IPR of a-Si:H with a) 0% (a-Si216), b) 0.92% (a-Si216H2),
c) 1.82% (a-Si216H4), d) 4.69%, and e) 2.70% (a-Si216H6) H atomic concentration.
the localization of the Kohn-Sham orbitals significantly decreases by the addition of
hydrogen atoms. Since the H atoms add primarily to the atoms under bond strain,
the decrease in orbital localization is primarily due to removing strained bonds rather
than dangling bonds. Localized states strongly influence the effective carrier mobility
in terms of scattering centers and hopping conduction [149]. Indeed, in the case of
a-Si and a-Si:H, it has been experimentally shown that both the electron and hole
mobilities are trapped controlled [150, 151]. Therefore a lower degree of localization
is consistent with the observation of higher electron and hole mobility in a-Si:H com-
pared to a-Si experimentally [26, 109, 118, 144]. We note that H atoms change the
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Figure 4.14: The relative contribution of each atom in the orbital localization of
the modeled a-Si:H supercell with a) 0% (a-Si216), b) 0.92% (a-Si216H2), c) 1.82%
(a-Si216H4), d) 4.69%, and e) 2.70% (a-Si216H6) H atomic concentration.
orbital localization inside the mobility gap much more than that outside the mobility
gap. This shows that H atoms interact mostly with shallow orbitals close to the va-
lence and conduction band edges of a-Si and is almost inert to the orbitals far from
the valence and conduction band edges.
In order to investigate which structural defects are important in the orbital
localization, the contribution of each atom in the localization of all the electronic
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Figure 4.15: The position of a) Si#57 b) Si#158 and c) Si#9 atoms (illustrated with
red color) in the a-Si216 supercell and the bond lengths associated with them. All
the lengths are in angstrom unit.
states in the mobility gap (6.0-8.0 eV) of a-Si was calculated as follows:
IPRk = Σ
N
n=1IPRnk, (4.7)
where N is the total number of electronic states in the mobility gap of a-Si, and IPRnk
is the contribution of the kth atom of the system of the orbital localizations of nth
Kohn-Sham orbital. The IPRnk can be calculated using the following equation:
IPRnk = a
4
ni/(Σ
I
i=1a
2
ni)
2, (4.8)
where, as before, ani is the coefficient of i
th basis set orbital coming from the kth
atom in the nth Kohn-Sham orbital Ψn (Ψn = Σ
N
i=1aniφi). Figure 4.14 shows the
IPRk values for a-Si and a-Si:H with different hydrogen concentration. As seen,
there are several strong peaks in the IPRk graph of a-Si (Fig. 4.14a). Our structural
analysis shows that the two strongest peaks are related to two of the DBs (Si#57
and Si#158) out of three DBs (Si#57, Si#158, and Si#9) present in the a-Si216
supercell (Fig. 4.15). This observation is in agreement with the common belief that
dangling bonds cause localized states which could trap holes or electrons and act as
recombination centers. However one of these two DBs (si#57) causes much more
orbital localization than the other one (Si#158). The bond lengths associated with
Si#57 are 2.35, 2.37, 2.38, and 2.98 A˚ (average deviation of 0.175 A˚) and the bond
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length involved with Si#158 are 2.29, 2.29, 2.55, and 2.63 A˚ (average deviation of 0.15
A˚). Based on the defined cutoff (2.58 A˚) and simulated bond lengths, both these atoms
have one DB, but the length of the bonds which are assigned as DBs are different
(Fig. 4.15a and 4.15b). The length of the DB for Si#158 is shorter than the one for
Si#57. Although the assumption is that after a certain bond length cutoff there is no
bond between two Si atoms, but as clearly seen, the shorter DB bond length could
still result in relatively weak bonds between two Si atoms and consequently leads
to less orbital localization. The third DB (Si#9) present in the supercell has bond
lengths of 2.34, 2.38, 2.40, and 2.72 A˚ (average deviation of 0.115 A˚) where its average
bond length is smaller than the average bond length of Si#57, and is almost the same
as the average bond length of Si#158, but with smaller average deviation from the
ideal bond length (2.35 A˚). This smaller average deviation and shorter average bond
length together might be the reason for less contribution from Si#9 in the orbital
localization compared to two other dangling bonds. The third strongest peak in the
IPRk graph of a-Si216 supercell is related to a Si atom (Si#166) under bond strain
which is illustrated in Fig. 4.10a. As seen before, this Si atom was the most likely on
participating in hydrogenation of the a-Si structure.
Figure 4.14b, 4.14c, and 4.14d show the IPRk values after H addition to
the a-Si supercell. In contrast to a-Si, strained bonds create more localization than
dangling bonds in a-Si:H. However, regardless of the H position in the supercell, the
contribution of all Si atoms in the orbital localization decreases as the H concentration
increases in a-Si:H. As shown before, in almost all the most stable configurations of
a-Si:H supercells, H atoms were bonded to Si atoms with strained bonds rather DBs,
however this interaction still leads to a reduction in the orbital localization caused by
the DBs, which are very far from the H position. This observation provides another
indication of the global effect of H atoms on the whole amorphous structure. Based on
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the number of DBs and IPRk values of Fig. 4.14, it can be concluded that although
the number of DBs of a-Si:H increases compared to a-Si, but the orbital localization
actually decreases. Therefore, the number of DBs does not necessarily determine the
orbital localization in an amorphous structure.
4.4 Generating the atomic structure of a-Si and a-Si:H containing lower excess
energy
So far, we proved that excess energy of an amorphous material plays an important role
in determining its electronic properties. This has been not previously considered as a
critical property in generating a-Si models. Samples prepared by various experimental
methods have excess energy ranging from 0.9 to 0.17 eV/atom [147, 152]. Available
a-Si models using MD quenching often correspond to higher excess energy [153–158],
suggesting that they might not be representative of the experimental a-Si structure.
Therefore, we tried to decrease the excess energy of our modeled a-Si structures by
modifying MD simulation. And then we performed the same DFT simulation as
before on the supercell with low excess energy to investigate whether our results are
affected by the amount of excess energy or not.
The same MD process as before was used in order to generate low strain a-Si
supercell from c-Si. However, this time, different cooling rates were applied to obtain
more ordered network of atoms. Theoretically, a slower cooling process of a liquid
somehow provides enough amount of time to the atoms to find their more stable
position in the final solid phase. In order to test this hypothesis, we calculated the
excess energy of several supercells obtained from different cooling rates. Figure 4.16
shows the graph of the calculated excess energy vs used cooling time for generating
a-Si supercell. As shown, we observe an initial exponential decrease in excess energy
as cooling rate decreases, although we do not observe any significant change in excess
energy after a certain cooling time. The best obtained excess energy by modifying the
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Figure 4.16: The excess energy vs cooling time for the supercells obtained from
different cooling rates.
cooling rate is 0.25 eV/atom which is a significant improve compared to our previous
supercell (0.36 eV/atom). For further reducing the excess energy of a-Si model, an
extra step was added to the normal melting-cooling process which was to increase
the temperature from 800 K (at the middle of cooling process) to 1600 K and then
quenching to 300K with the same quenching rate as before. This extra step reduced
the excess energy from 0.25 to 0.23 eV/atom. For further decrease of the excess
energy, we added three Si atoms in their most stable configurations to the supercell,
keeping the density of the supercell the same as before. The new supercell has an
excess energy of 0.2 eV/atom which is fairly close to the upper end of experimental
excess energy range (0.09-0.17 eV/atom). The supercell has four dangling bonds and
no floating bonds. The average Si-Si bond length is 2.361 A˚ with an rms value of
0.0493 A˚. The average Si-Si-Si bond angle is 108.47◦ with an rms value of 11.64◦ which
is very close to the experimental angle distribution of 9-11◦. As with the pervious
supercells, the validity of the structures of this supercell was checked by calculating
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Figure 4.17: The calculated RDF (black lines) of a-Si with low excess energy in
comparison with experimental RDF
the Radial Distribution Function (RDF). Figure 4.17 shows the calculated RDF of
the a-Si model with low excess energy compared with the experimental results. In
comparison with the calculated RDFs (Fig.s 4.2 and 4.9) obtained from our previous
supercells, we observe a smoother and more realistic RDF for the case of supercell
with lower excess energy.
In order to investigate the effect of H addition on the new supercell, the same
method as before was used to add H atoms step by step. Figure 4.18 shows the
position of the atoms in the new supercell which were the target of H attack in the
most stable configurations. As seen, for five cases, H atoms prefer to add to the atoms
bonded by highly strained bonds and only for one case H atom adds to a Si atom
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Figure 4.18: The position of Si atoms (red colored) in a-Si structure involved in H
addition in a-Si:H with the H atomic percent of a) 0% (a-Si219), b) 0.46% (a-Si219H),
c) 0.92% (a-Si219H2), d) 1.37% (a-Si219H3), e) 1.82% (a-Si219H4), and f) 2.26% (a-
Si219H5).
with a dangling bond. This result is consistent with our previous results, where we
observed that atoms bonded by highly strained bonds (SBs) are most significantly
affected by the addition of H, in terms of the lowest energy configuration, with similar
if not greater importance to that of dangling bonds in passivating a-Si.
In order to investigate the electronic properties of a-Si and H atom effects, the
same electronic structure calculations on a-Si and on the most stable configurations
of a-Si:H were performed. Figure 4.19a illustrates the calculated electronic density of
states (EDOS) plot of the a-Si and a-Si:H valence band compared to photoemission
experimental results, where a good agreement is observed between experimental and
computational results in terms of the height and location of the two characteristic
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Figure 4.19: Calculated EDOS of a) the valence band of a-Si and a-Si:H in comparison
with photoemision experiment and b) a-Si close to the band gap with different strain.
peaks of a-Si and a-Si:H.
From the Fig. 4.19a, its noticeable that the effect of hydrogenation is small
on the EDOS of the valence band of a-Si. However, looking in detail at the EDOS
close to the valence band edge, it reveals that adding H atoms to the a-Si structure
noticeably changes the electronic structure around the band gap. This change mostly
includes a decrease in the mid-gap state density, and consequently an increase in the
band gap which is in agreement with experimental trends (although the actual Si
bandgap is smaller than the experimental value due to well-known issues of normal
DFT). The decrease in the mid-gap state density with H has been attributed to the
passivation of the dangling bonds, the argument being that the insertion of H into
a-Si effectively decreases the number of dangling bonds and consequently removes
the mid-gap states in the a-Si EDOS. However, we find the actual picture is more
complicated. As mentioned before, the two dangling bonds in all the a-Si:H supercells
remains the same after inserting third H, however the density of midgap states in
the electronic structure of a-Si:H is zero (Fig. 4.20a). Therefore, we found that
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Figure 4.20: Calculated EDOS of a-Si:H close to the band gap for different H con-
centrations 0% (a-Si216), 1% (a-Si216H2), 2% (a-Si216H4), and 3% (a-Si216H6) in
a) least energetic and b) randomly H addition
the number of dangling bonds in the atomic structure of a-Si and a-Si:H does not
necessarily determine the density of midgap states in the electronic structure. Here,
the observed mid-gap state reduction can be attributed to increasing structural order
of the network by better annealing processes or H insertion. Increasing the structural
order leads to strain release from the whole a-Si structure and leads to the replacement
of weak strained Si-Si bonds (which could be the source of midgap states) by strong
Si-Si bonds. Another reason for midgap state reduction can be due to the replacement
of relatively weak Si-Si bonds by strong Si-H bonds. The formation of strong Si-H
bonds results from the interaction of the the shallow orbital of a-Si in the gap or the
valence and conduction band edges with the H orbitals, which instead create deeper
electronic states in the valence and conduction bands. To this end, we believe that
the change in excess energy stored in the amorphous network relative to the c-Si gives
a better description of the a-Si atomic network than the number of dangling bond,
as proposed in previous studies.
For further improving our finding in the importance of strain in creating
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midgap states, we create two other different supercell using the same mentioned MD
simulation but with different condition. Figure 4.19b shows the EDOS of the men-
tioned supercells with their excess energy. From this figure, we observe that although
the number of dangling bonds in the case of less strain structure is more than the
number of dangling bonds in the case of the structure with the highest strain, the
density of midgap states is significantly less for the less strained structure. The same
results in the importance of strains in hydrogenation process were observed, when H
atoms were added to the mentioned supercell in the most stable configurations.
In addition to adding H atoms step by step in the most stable configura-
tions, we randomly add H atoms to the a-Si219 supercell. This H addition is mostly
equivalent to the kinetic conditions which is applied in an experimental setup for
adding H addition in a-Si material, like Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Depo-
sitions (PECVD) method. Figure 4.20b shows the EDOS of a-Si:H due to this H
addition compared to that of a-Si. As seen from the figure, the random addition of H
atoms not only significantly decrease the density of midgap states but also increases
the states in some cases. We found that these configurations are less stable than their
most stable configurations by 3.16, 3.61, and 8.82 eV for a-Si219H2, a-Si219H4, and
a-Si219H6, respectively. The number of DBs in these configurations are 4, 3, and 7
for a-Si219H2, a-Si219H4, and a-Si219H6, respectively. By comparing the mentioned
number of DBs in a-Si:H and those of a-Si, we determine again that there is no clear
DBs and the density of midgap sates. To this end, by comparing Figure 4.20a and
4.20b, we realize that adding H atoms to a-Si material in more thermodynamic based
condition leads to better quality a-Si:H compared to random H addition.
As before, in order to investigate which structural defects are important in
the orbital localization, the contribution of each atom in the localization of all the
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Figure 4.21: The relative contribution of each atom in the orbital localization of the
modeled a-Si:H supercell with a) 0% (a-Si219), b) 1% (a-Si219H2), c) 2% (a-Si219H4),
d) 3% (a-Si219H6) H atomic concentration.
electronic states in the mobility gap (6.0-8.0 eV) of our new a-Si model was calculated
using Eq. 4.4. Figure 4.21 shows the IPRk values for a-Si and a-Si:H with different
hydrogen concentrations. As seen, there are several strong peaks in the IPRk graph of
a-Si (Fig. 4.21a). Our structural analysis shows that the strongest peak is related to
one of the DBs (Si#1) out of three DBs (Si#1, Si#103, and Si#137, Si#162) present
in the a-Si219 supercell. This observation is in agreement with the common belief
that dangling bonds cause localized states which could trap holes or electrons and act
as recombination centers. However, one of these four DBs (Si#1) causes much more
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orbital localization than the other ones.
Consistent with the a-Si case, strained bonds still create higher or similar
localization compared to dangling bonds in a-Si:H. However, regardless of the H
position in the supercell, the contribution of all Si atoms in the orbital localization
decreases as the H concentration increases in a-Si:H. As shown before, in almost all
the most stable configurations of a-Si:H supercells, H atoms were bonded to Si atoms
with strained bonds rather DBs, however this interaction still leads to a reduction in
the orbital localization caused by the DBs, which are over long distances from the H
position.
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Chapter 5
H BONDING CONFIGURATION EFFECT ON THE ELECTRONIC
PROPERTIES OF A-SI:H/C-SI HETEROSTRUCTURE
Through the inclusion of a thin layer of a-Si:H on a high quality c-Si substrate, the
a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction solar cells (HIT cells) have achieved the world efficiency
record of 26.6% for n-type Si wafers [11], As discussed in Chapter 1. The key to the
success of HIT devices is using a a-Si:H layer as a passivating and semiconducting
film on top of c-Si [26, 159, 160]. The a-Si:H layer reduces the recombination rate of
both photo-generated carriers and the dark current by passiviating defect states at
the surface of c-Si, and controls the photo-generated carriers transport by creating a
proper band bending (band offset) at the interface. Engineering these two electronic
properties (defect states distribution and band bending) is extremely important to
future improvement of the efficiency of HIT cells. H incorporation in different condi-
tions during plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition of a-Si:H offer a unique way
to engineer the mentioned electronic properties [29, 161–166]. Due to different fab-
rication conditions, different H bonding configurations might be generated in a-Si:H
layer and at the interface. A better understanding of these H bonding configura-
tions on the electronic structure of a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunctions will aim to improve
the device performance. In the current work, we present our first principle study
on the electronic properties of a-Si:H/c-Si(001) heterojunction containing different H
concentrations with different bonding configurations.
Despite the wide literature concerning the simulation and the study of the
amorphous phase, both pure and hydrogenated, either from first principles and by
means of semiempirical approaches, we are not aware of many direct simulations of
A full version of this work will be submitted in Physical Review B journal in December 2018.
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the a-Si:H/c-Si electronic structure particularly in different H bonding configurations
[97, 98, 167]. Tosolini et al. studied the atomic structure of the interface between
a-Si:H and c-Si using combined tight-bonding molecular dynamics simulations and
first principle calculations. In another work, Nolan et al. have investigated the elec-
tronic property changes in a-Si:H and c-Si of a-Si:H/c-Si junction which are perturbed
by interface formation on three unreconstructed silicon surfaces, namely (100), (110)
and (111). Recently, by combining magnetic resonance measurement and DFT cal-
culations, George et al. studied the origin atomic structure of interface states[32].
In these works in general, the authors mostly focused on the atomic structure and
electronic properties of a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructures, while the relation between these
properties and the H bonding configurations was not examined in detail.
In this chapter, we present the results of our first principle calculations per-
formed on a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructure models obtained from Si(100) surfaces. These
models were initially generated from partially melting and quenching part of the Si
on a Si (100) surface using again MD simulation and optimized for different H bond-
ing configurations using DFT methods. The electronic properties of the simulated
structures are calculated in order to clarify several questions concerning the sensitiv-
ity on H bonding of the interface state density and band bending at the a-Si:H/c-Si.
Our results show that the hydrogen amount and configuration play a key role in the
electronic properties.
5.1 Method
5.1.1 Generation of the a-Si:H/c-Si structures
For modeling a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructures, we used periodically repeated supercells
containing one interface for each phase and therefore two interfaces. We simulated
the most common interface, which is that of an a-Si:H thin layer deposited on a (001)
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c-Si substrate. To this end, tetragonal 001 supercell containing 256 Si atoms were
cleaved from c-Si structure crystallized in diamond form with the experimental lattice
constant of 5.43A˚(a0). The dimensions of the supercell are a = b = 2a0 and c = 8a0.
We set fixed values for the lateral dimensions a and b and set a variable c/a ratio
according to the experimental density of a-Si:H at given H concentrations [145, 168].
Once a reasonable supercell is determined, the melting and quenching process was
performed on the 8 upper layers of the supercell within the constant volume, constant
temperature ensemble. In practice, we start with a melting simulation at 3000 K for
10 ps using a time step of 0.1 ps. Subsequently, the obtained structure is rapidly
quenched close to room temperature (300 K) using a cooling rate of 6 × 1012K/s
. The chosen cooling rate here is consistent with previous used cooling rates in
many Refs. [122, 134, 169] which were between 1011 and 1015K/s. This cooling rate
allowed the formation of a disordered a-Si phase interfaced with a crystalline phase
after quenching from the melt. After quenching, the a-Si/c-Si interface were annealed
for 25 ps at 300 K. Finally, the obtained interface was fully optimized by DFT.
Hydrogenated a-Si structures were obtained by adding H atoms step by step
to the amorphous constituent of a-Si/c-Si structure resulting from MD simulations
and DFT optimization. In each step, only one H atom was added to the most stable
configuration obtained from the previous step. In order to obtain stable configurations
at different H concentrations (in each step), we tried all possible configurations of
adding a H atom to each Si atom in a-Si phase. The number of Si atoms corresponding
to the a-Si phase was 128, and therefore for each H addition, we generated 128
different configurations by bonding H to a given Si atom. After optimizing all the
configurations using DFT, the configuration with the lowest energy was considered as
the stablest one at that given H concentration, and was used for further calculations.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 Atomic and Electronic Structural Characterization of The Numerical Samples
Since the atomic structure of a material is a key factor in determining its proper-
ties, we first analyzed the atomic structure of our supercells generated by MD and
optimized by DFT method. The upper panel of Fig. 5.1 shows the ball-and-stick rep-
resentation of the atomic structure of the a-Si/c-Si supercell. The supercell contains
256 Si atoms with 128 Si atoms in a-Si phase. After repeating in 3D space, we found
ten floating bonds and four dangling bonds (Table. 5.1) per supercell with a cutoff
Si-Si bond length of 2.58 A˚, which is 10% longer than experimental Si-Si bond length
(2.35 A˚). The structure mostly displays stable 5, 6 or 7 folded rings and there is no
big voids or holes inside. The average Si-Si bond length is 2.37 A˚ with an rms of
0.04 A˚and the average Si-Si-Si bond angle is 107.78 ◦ with an rms of 12.36 ◦. As a
comparison, the Si-Si bond length is 2.35 A˚ and Si-Si-Si bond angle is 109.47 ◦ in
the crystalline form of Si. As mentioned earlier, H atoms were gradually added to
a-Si/c-Si supercell in different bonding configuration to obtain a-Si:H/c-Si supercells.
Table. 5.1 illustrates the number of dangling bonds (DBs) and floating bonds (FBs)
per supercell in the most stable configuration of a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructures in dif-
ferent atomic percent of H concentration. As is clearly seen, the number of DBs and
FBs per supercell reduces as the H concentration increases. This observation is con-
sistent with the common belief that H incorporation in the fabrication of a-Si results
in passivating DBs and FBs. Interestingly, the number of FBs decreases more rapidly
than that of DBs by adding H atoms to the supercells, revealing that FBs cause more
instability compared to DBs. All DBs and FBs in the a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructure
disappear when the concentration of H reaches 6.25% in the supercell. Here we focus
on DFT results obtained from the structure with a H concentration of 6.25%.
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Figure 5.1: The atomic structure of modeled a-Si/c-Si supercell. The layer resolved
RDF of a) c-Si, b) interface and c) a-Si. The projected Density of States (PDOS) plot
of d) c-Si, e) interface and f) a-Si of a-Si/c-Si in comparison with those of a-Si:H/c-Si.
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Table 5.1: The number of dangling bonds (DB) and floating bond (FB) in a-Si:H/c-Si
heterostructure per supercell in different atomic percent of H concentration (at%).
at% DB FB
0 4 10
0.78 4 5
1.56 4 2
2.34 3 2
3.12 2 2
3.91 3 0
4.69 2 0
5.47 0 1
6.25 0 0
In order to check the validity of our atomic structure, we compute the region
resolved Si-Si RDF of the heterostructure along the growth direction z. Here, a region
is defined as a specific region of the supercell with the dimension of a = b = c = a0.
The RDF is a criterion to determine the order of particles’ position in a system. Since
RDF is experimentally accessible to measure, it provides a strong tool for checking
the validity of computationally created structures.
The middle panel of the Fig. 5.1 displays the computed region resolved Si-Si
RDF obtained from the modeled supercells. We expect to observe sharp peaks at the
RDF for crystalline materials due to periodic atomic structure, while broadened and
coalesced peaks appear in amorphous materials due to the presence of weak short
range order and the lack of long range order. As discussed in Chapter 3, consistent
with this argument, we obtained very sharp peaks in the RDF of the crystalline region,
and broadened peaks for the RDF of the amorphous region (Fig. 5.1). Although the
amplitude of the RDF peaks does not give quantitative information because of the
statistical noise due to the limited size of the supercell, the RDF peak location can
provide valid information for comparison purposes. As seen, the peak locations in
the computed RDFs are consistent with the peak locations in the measured RDFs
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for both the case of bulk crystalline and amorphous Si [6, 7]. In addition, the RDF
at the interface gives us a visual indication of the transition between amorphous and
crystalline regions. The region resolved RDFs obtained from a-Si:H/c-Si are similar to
ones from a-Si/c-Si with this being difference that in the presence of hydrogen atoms,
the atomic order of the amorphous layer and the interface region are improved. This
atomic order enhancement is particularly clear in the second RDF peak of a-Si:H in
comparison with that of a-Si.
As a result of the atomic structure differences, c-Si and a-Si or a-Si:H have
different electronic structure. The c-Si electronic structure contains three character-
istic peaks in the valance band and a clear energy gap between valence band and
conduction band, with no midgap states in the energy gap. In contrast to c-Si, the
a-Si or a-Si:H electronic structure contains two characteristic peaks in the valance
band, the well known tail states, and midgap states in the forbidden gap of its crys-
talline counterpart. These band tail states and midgap states are highly sensitive to
incorporation of hydrogen in the fabrication of a-Si. The aforementioned electronic
properties are related to c-Si and a-Si(a-Si:H) in the bulk phase, but here we compared
them with the computed projected density of states (PDOS) in the crystalline and
amorphous region of the modeled supercell in order to furtuer verify the reliability of
the generated structures. The PDOSs were computed in a middle section of the c-Si
and a-Si or a-Si:H supercell, at the maximum distance from the interfaces. The lower
panel of Fig. 5.1 shows the computed PDOSs. For the c-Si region, the PDOS shows
the three characteristic peaks of c-Si bulk and a clear separation between the valence
and conduction bands. On the other hand, the PDOS of a-Si or a-Si:H shows a devi-
ation from the c-Si PDOS by converting three to two characteristic peaks and by the
appearance of valence and conduction band tails as well as midgap states due to the
presence of undercoordinated Si and strained Si-Si bonds [118]. As seen, the PDOS in
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: a) The total EDOS of a-Si:H/c-Si in comparison with a-Si/c-Si b) the
EDOS of a-Si:H/c-Si with different H bonding configuration close to the band gap.
the c-Si regions has the typical form of bulk c-Si and the PDOS in the a-Si regions is
typical of bulk a-Si. On the other hand, our computed PDOS in the interface region
contains a combination of electronic properties of c-Si and a-Si(a-Si:H). While the
conduction band of interface PDOS shows three characteristic peaks coming from the
c-Si part, the peaks are broadened and somehow collapsed due to the presence of the
a-Si part. The band gap of the interface PDOS contains some midgap states, but not
as much as the PDOS of a-Si or a-Si:H.
After confirming the reliability of our structures, we now focus on the total
EDOS of a-Si/c-Si and a-Si:H/c-Si. The left panel of Fig. 5.2 shows the total EDOS
diagram of a-Si/c-Si in comparison with that of a-Si:H/c-Si in its most stable config-
uration, for a H concentration of 6.25%. At first glance, it is obvious that H atoms
in their most stable bonding configurations decrease the density of midgap and tail
states. Our structure analyzis indicates that this decrease is not only due to H bond-
ing to Si atoms with dangling bonds, but also due to H bonding to Si atoms under
high bond length or angle strain. This finding is not unexpected, since Si-Si strained
bonds are not only by themselves one of the main source of midgap and band tail
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states [118], but also the main source of DBs and FBs due to causing high disorder in
the a-Si network. Consistent with this argument, we find that in some cases, H atom
addition to the Si-Si strained bonds results in removing DBs and FBs which are con-
siderably far away from the added H location. Interestingly, as seen from Fig. 5.2a, H
atoms tend to mostly remove the midgap states rather than the band tail states. This
observation indicates that midgap states cause more instability than tail states. By
looking in more detail at the EDOS diagrams of a-Si:H/c-Si, one can figure out that
the reduction in midgap states due to H passivation is associated with an increase in
the density of states at the band edges or into the main valence and conduction band
as the consequence of the conservation theorem for the number of eigenstates [170].
Despite all these changes in the electronic structure of a-Si/c-Si due to H addition,
the general form of the electronic structure is persevered which confirms we used a
low enough H concentration for generating the a-Si:H/c-Si. To this end, neither the
exchange-correlation functional or the size of supercell here are sufficient to precisely
determine the density and position of the midgap and tail states, but our calculations
still offer a good model to predict and analyzis the basic change of the electronic
structure due to H addition, which could be comparable with experimental results.
In order to investigate how the H bonding configuration affects the electronic
structure, we also examined the electronic structure of the four next most stable con-
figurations of a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructure for a H concentration of 6.25% (8 H atoms
in the amorphous region of our supercell). Since we observed small changes in the
EDOS plot outside the band gap of the a-Si:H/c-Si supercell, for these configurations
we only present EDOS close to the normal band gap. Figure 5.2 shows the EDOS
plot close to the band gap of the most stable configuration in comparison with that
of the four next stable configurations. As shown, the density of midgap and band
tail states are highly sensitive to the H bonding configuration. In comparison to the
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three most stable configurations, the H atom creates midgap and tail states in the
forth and fifth most stable configurations. Our structure analyzis show that these
two configurations, in contrast to the most stable one, contain DBs and FBs (one DB
and one FB for forth stable configuration and two FBs for fifth stable configuration).
Therefore, H atoms may be the source of DBs and FBs in less stable configurations.
5.2.2 Density of defect states and orbital localization in a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction
There is no doubt that defect states in semiconductors are one of the most critical
physical issues strongly affecting the efficiency of optoelectronic devices including
solar cells. These states play a key role in carrier recombination, carrier trapping,
and carrier transport [171–175, 175–179]. Since the atomic structure dramatically
changes along the growth direction of a-Si:H/c-Si interfaces, it is expected that the
density of defect states and the localization of electronic states also change along
that direction. In this section, we investigate how the density of defect states and
the orbital localization changes as the phase gradually changes from crystalline Si to
amorphous, and as H atoms are injected to the system.
In several first principle studies, the density of defect states has been calculated
by projecting the density of midgap states along simulated supercells [180–182]. Here,
we use the same approach in order to calculate the density of defect states. The band-
gap region is calculated by performing DFT calculations on a c-Si supercell with the
same size of the modeled a-Si/c-Si supercell. The band gap region extends from 6.2
eV to 7 eV. Figure 5.3 indicates the projected density of states in this band gap range
along the z direction of the a-Si/c-Si supercell in comparison with that of a-Si:H/c-Si
supercell with different H bonding configurations. it is notable that regardless of the
H bonding configuration, the local density of defect states decreases as H is inserted
into the a-Si/c-Si heterostructure. As expected, the density is zero in the crystalline
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Figure 5.3: The local density of defect states for a-Si/c-Si in comparison with a-
Si:H/c-Si with different H bonding configuration. a-Si:H/c-Si(n) is standing for nth
stable configuration of a-Si:H/c-Si supercell with 6.25% H atomic concentration. The
vertical blue lines shows the location of the interfaces.
part of heterojunction and unexpectedly, continues to be zero at the interface for
the most stable configurations and reaches its maximum in the middle of a-Si:H
layer. This finding is in contrast to the common picture for the case of crystalline
heterojunctions between dissimilar materials that the maximum defect state density
exists at the interface. In the case of a heterojunction between a crystalline and an
amorphous form of the same material, the low defect state density at the interface
shows that a-Si:H layer, in its most stable configuration, is an effective passivation
layer on the top of the c-Si substrate with low interface density, at the interface,
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reaching a maximum defect state density in the middle of a-Si:H layer, which agree
with the observation that most efficiency drop in HIT cells is due to parasitic loss,
consistent with experimental reports [28]. Since interface states negatively impact
the open circuit voltage in solar cells, the low interface state density here explains
the high open circuit voltage in HIT cells. Interestingly, we find that the low density
of defect states at the interface is not due to H bonding to the interface atoms. In
most of the cases, we observe that H atoms preferably bond to atoms in the middle
of a-Si layer, probably due to high density of defect states at the middle of a-Si layer
in a-Si/c-Si heterojunction, which cause a defect state density reduction not only
in the a-Si layer but also at the interface. This result shows that H atoms do not
only have local impact in an amorphous network, they can cause nonlocal changes in
the structure. We observe that in the most stable configurations, the local density
of defect states are lower than that in the less stable configurations. This finding
shows that the annealing process in the presence of H atoms can positively impact
the quality of a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction if H can find its most stable configuration,
in consistent with recent experimental results [183].
it is obvious that the computed density of defect states depends on the defined
band gap. Instead of considering the band gap of c-Si constituent of c-Si/a-Si:H
heterostructure, we can use the band gap region of a-Si:H constituent for computing
density of defect states. The band gap of an amorphous material is defined as the
energy difference between the mobility edge of the valence band and that of the
conduction band. Due to the localized nature of band-tail states from structural
defects, the mobility of electrons and holes at these states is much lower as compared
to the nonlocalized states in the valence and conduction band, where the carriers
are considered free. The energy separation of localized and nonlocalized states is
rather sharp and, consequently, this dividing energy has been termed mobility edge
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Figure 5.4: a) The IPR of the electronic states of a-Si/c-Si supercell. The IPR of the
electronic states of a-Si:H/c-Si supercell in b)first c)second d)third e)forth and f)fifth
stable configuration.
[109]. As the energy separation of localized and nonlocalized states is sharp, electronic
transport in a-Si:H is dominated by the carriers in the states just below the valence-
band mobility edge and just above the conduction-band mobility edge; hence for
electronic transport, the mobility gap is the amorphous equivalent of the band gap.
The localization of the Kohn-Sham orbitals was studied in detail for computer
generated a-Si:H/c-Si structures considered here using a quantity named inverse par-
ticipation ratio (IPR), defined earlier in Chapter 4. Figure 5.4 plots the calculated
IPR of all the Kohn-Sham orbitals obtained via DFT versus their energy for a-Si/c-
Si and a-Si:H/c-Si in its first five stable configurations. it is very obvious from the
figure that regardless of the H bonding configuration, H addition decreases strongly
the localization of electronic states in the a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructure. According to
the Anderson model, this localization decrease is due to the decrease in disorder of
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Figure 5.5: The average IPR of the electronic states of a-Si/c-Si supercell.
the atomic structure. With a comparison between the IPR plots of different con-
figurations of a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructures, it reveals that the localization of orbitals
slowly increases as the energy of the configuration increases. This observation can
be attributed to the increase of disorder as the energy of the configuration increases.
it is worth to noting that the localization of orbitals in the valance band is lower
than that in the conduction band for the most stable configuration of a-Si:H/c-Si.
Whereas, the localization of conduction band orbitals becomes higher compared to
valence band orbitals as the energy of the configuration increases. If this localization
is a dominant factor, aside from the valance and conduction band offsets in deter-
mining carriers flow, it shows that a-Si:H/c-Si could behave more as a hole selective
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in the more stable configurations and as an electron selective layer in the less stable
configurations.
We assign a mobility edge to the valence and conduction band where a sharp
transition between localized and nonlocalized states occurs. As seen in Fig. 5.4, due
to the noisy nature of the IPR, this transition is not clear; therefore we use a moving
average filter to remove the noise. As an example, Fig. 5.5 shows the localization
plot after averaging for a-Si/c-Si. We define a transition as a sharp transition when
dIPR/dE is more than 100 /eV. Based on our definition, we find a mobility gap
of 5.8-7.3, 5.7-7.2, 5.8-7.5, 5.5-7.3, 5.5-7.5, and 5.9-7.5 eV for a-Si/c-Si, a-Si:H(1),
a-Si:H/c-Si(2), a-Si:H/c-Si(3), a-Si:H/c-Si(4), a-Si:H/c-Si(5), respectively. Therefore,
the value of the bandgap are 1.5 and 1.7 eV for a-Si/c-Si and a-Si:H/c-Si (on average),
respectively. These bandgap value are in close agreement with experimental bangap
measured from a-Si and a-Si:H materials. it is worth to notify that except for the last
configuration, the value of the mobility gap of a-Si:H/c-Si increases as the energy of
the configuration increases.
Based on the obtained mobility gaps, we compute the density of localized
defect states by projecting the density of states within the mobility gap along the
z direction of our supercells. We only projected the electronic states which were
located in a-Si or the interface part of our supercells. Figure 5.6 shows the density of
localized-defect states obtained from the aforementioned approach. Figure 5.3 also
shows that the density of localized-defect of a-Si/c-Si is higher than that of a-Si:H/c-Si
in all configurations. Except for the last configuration, the density of localized-defect
states increases as the energy of configuration increases. The failure in the general
trend for last configuration might be due to wrongly estimating its mobility gap.
By analyzing the Kohn-sham orbitals of localized states, we find that most
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Figure 5.6: The local density of localized-defect states obtained from mobility edges
for a-Si/c-Si in comparison with a-Si:H/c-Si with different H bonding configuration.
a-Si:H/c-Si(n) is standing for nth stable configuration of a-Si:H/c-Si supercell with
6.25% H atomic concentration. The blue vertical lines are showing the location of the
interfaces.
of defect-induced energy levels in the mobility gap of both a-Si/c-Si and a-Si:H/c-Si
heterostructures are because of the atomic p-states of Si atoms. it is well known that
the strong spacial localization of the structural point defects creates atom-like states
with sharply peaked eigenstates. The strong degree of localization combined with
sharply peaked in-gap states could potentially cause the absorption or emission of
single photons from those defect. For all types of defects we found that the electronic
states that are induced by the defects are strongly localized on atoms forming the
defect and on the shell of atoms surrounding the defect, and do not significantly reach
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out much further in space. In the electronic energy spectrum the defect states occur
as deep levels in the bulk band gap, as shallow levels very close to the band edges,
and as well as in-between bulk states.
As a result of this section, no matter how H atoms bind to the Si atoms, they
may still reduce the density of localized-defect states in the a-Si/c-Si heterostruc-
ture. Moreover, by comparing configurations with different stability, we find that
this density of localized defect states may be strongly affected by the local H bonding
configuration.
5.2.3 Band Bending of a-Si:H/c-Si Heterostructure
Recently, there has also been an increasing interest in understanding the inversion
phenomenon at the amorphous (a-Si) and crystalline (c-Si) interface in a HIT cell.
The band diagram of a HIT cell based on a-Si:H/(n)c-Si heterostructure shows a
relative large band bending (eφ) at the interface such that the interface region is
strongly inverted. This inversion can significantly affect the exchange of electrons
or holes between the conduction or valence bands at the interface and consequently
affect charge carrier transport. Since experimentally there is no simple method to dis-
tinguish the inverted carrier-induced signal from that of the majority-carrier defect
states, investigating the band bending besides the density of defect states is theoreti-
cally important. Therefore, in this section, we focus on the band-bending of a-Si/c-Si
heterostructure and H insertion on it in different configuration.
The determination of band bending between two materials can be performed
through band diagram calculations. On the other hand the band diagram calcula-
tions can be obtained using either the projected local density of states calculation
(PDOS) or the potential line-up method. Although both methods are capable of
providing insight on how the alignment between two materials should be, we only
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Figure 5.7: a) The IPR of the electronic states of a-Si/c-Si supercell. The IPR of the
electronic states of a-Si:H/c-Si supercell in a)first b)second c)third d)forth and e)fifth
stable configuration.
used the potential line-up method in this work for calculating the band alignment of
the a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction, since the PDOS calculation requires higher demand
of convergence parameters, especially for complicated systems [184]. Here we only
focus on the valence band alignment since DFT is more accurate for the valence band
calculation rather than the conduction band which represents excited states. Figure
5.7 shows the macroscopic average of the electrostatic potential along the z direction
of a-Si/c-Si in comparison with that of a-Si:H/c-Si for different H bonding configu-
rations. We did not include the band diagram of the fourth and fifth most stable
configurations of the a-Si:H/c-Si heterostructure in Fig. 5.7, since the electrostatic
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potential energy (EPE) is linearly changing through the c-Si phase for those config-
uration. As seen from the figure, the general form of the macroscopic average EPE
plot is the same for a-Si/c-Si and all the configurations of a-Si:H/c-Si. it is obvious
that regardless of the H bonding configuration, the band bending of a-Si/c-Si het-
erostructure increases when H is inserted. Based on these graphs, we computed the
value of the band bending as 0.963, 1.000, and 1.014 eV for the first, second, and third
most stable configurations, respectively. Therefore, the band bending value changes
a few tens of meV when the H bonding configuration changes. This change in band
bending value is in close agreement with experimental results [29].
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Chapter 6
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF GAP/SI HETEROJUNCTION AND THE
ROLE OF HYDROGEN PASSIVATION
The integration of GaP with Si solar cells provides a route to increased efficiency by
serving as a buffer for the integration of III-V solar cells [185–187] or as a component
of a carrier selective contact [188]. For example, GaP has served as the buffer layer in
III-V solar cells for Si-based tandems which use direct heteroepitaxial growth of III-V
films on Si substrates [189, 190]. In addition, selective carrier approaches with GaP
can allow high efficiency by reducing the absorption in comparison with amorphous
Si (a-Si) and ITO layers [191, 192]. Moreover, the use of GaP as a selective contact in
replacing a-Si allows selective contact structures to be applied to Si-based tandems.
To achieve high efficiency, the GaP/Si interface should have low recombination
and minimize the introduction of defects. Ideally, a lattice-matched heterojunction
is desirable in order to avoid defect formation at the interface due to strain, and
GaP is an attractive candidate [193–195] for III-V/Si-based device technology since
it is nearly lattice matched (99.96%) to Si. For nearly lattice-matched heterojunc-
tions, structural mismatch contributions in the electronic structure such as strain and
dislocation formation should be negligible [196]. However, the electronic mismatch
due to the heterovalent nature of the GaP/Si interface is a fundamental issue. The
atomic bonds between electronically dissimilar materials with an excess or deficiency
of electrons strongly affects the quality of the electronic properties of the interface.
Electronic mismatch at the GaP/Si interface takes place due to its heterovalent
nature, and can be explained in the framework of the electron counting model (ECM)
[13]. In particular, for GaP/Si(001), there are two different heterovalent bonds, Si-Ga
A full version of this work has been submitted in Progress in Photovoltaic journal in Jun 2018.
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or Si-P, which have 1+3/4 or 1+5/4 electrons, respectively. Since a covalent bond
consists of two shared electrons, every heterovalent Si-Ga or Si-P bond accepts 1/4
or donates 1/4 of an electron. The result of this excess or deficiency of electrons, in
contrast to an isovalent interface, is a charge accumulation in the near-interface region,
and a strong electric field at an abrupt heterovalent interface [197? ] consisting of only
Si-Ga bonds for the Ga-polar interface or only Si-P bonds for the P-polar interface in
the (001) orientation. Charge-neutral (compensated) interfaces have been suggested
for intermixed interfacial layers where the number of Si-Ga and Si-P becomes equal
at the interface [198]. In addition to charge neutrality benefits, it has also shown that
the intermixed interfacial layers are energetically more favorable than their abrupt
interface counterparts [199, 200].
The electron excess or deficiency at the polar interfaces of GaP/Si(001) could
cause interface states in the forbidden gap of the electronic structure [200] These in-
terface states have been theoretically predicted in the fundamental band gap for other
polar-nonpolar heterojunctions such as GaAs/Si [201], GaAs/Ge [202], and ZnSe/Ge
[203] and have been experimentally investigated for GaAs/ZnSe [204] and ZnSe/Ge
[205]. In particular, interface states were found even in compensated heterovalent
interfaces [200, 206] These interface states can impede charge transport through the
interface and reduce the carrier lifetime, hence detrimentally affecting device func-
tionality [65, 198, 207–209]. The passivation of interface states has always been
an important consideration for realizing high performance heterojunctions [210–217].
Despite the importance of interface states in device functionality, to the best of our
knowledge, the density and distribution of interface states in the electronic structure
of the GaP/Si(001) heterojunction has not been thoroughly investigated.
In the present chapter, the atomic and electronic band structure of the GaP/Si(001)
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heterojunction are investigated using first principles calculations. In particular, we
focus on the density of defect states and charge at the interface for different interface
configurations. Since it is well known that hydrogen (H) plays an essential role in the
passivation of undesirable surface and interface states [109, 218–222], we investigate
the effect of H addition to the heterojunction on the electronic structure and interface
state density distribution within the band gap for abrupt interfaces, and compare the
results with different types of intermixed interfaces.
In the following section we provide the technical details concerning the genera-
tion of the atomistic structure of GaP/Si heterojunctions with and without H atoms,
with the use of a periodically repeated supercell approach. In the next section, we
discuss the results of the interaction of H atoms with the atomic structure of GaP/Si
heterojunction, where we present ab initio results for the electronic structure calcu-
lations, and we compare the densities of states (DOS), integrated densities of states
(IDOS), electrostatic potential energy and charge density obtained for GaP/Si with
and without H atoms, and considering different configurations of interface mixing.
The last section then summarizes the results and presents the conclusions of this
study.
6.1 Methods
We performed both structural optimization and electronic structure calculations at
the density functional level of theory (DFT) implemented in the Quantum Espresso
5.2.1 software package [223]. The exchange and correlation energies were estimated
by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [105, 146] generalized gradient approximation
as used in previous work on GaP/Si interfaces [200, 224]. The Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) quasi-Newton algorithm, based on the trust radius proce-
dure, was used to obtain optimized structures. The atomic structure of the supercells
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was taken as optimized when the interatomic forces become smaller than 102 eV/A˚.
The core and valence electron interactions were described by a Norm-Conserving
Pseudopotential function. Unless otherwise stated, an energy cutoff of 160 eV was
employed for the plane-wave basis set, and a 16164 k-point mesh was used with the
Monkhorst-Pack grid method for the Brillouin-zone sampling in all the calculations.
A Gaussian fixed method was applied to determine the band occupations and elec-
tronic density of states.
In order to model the atomic structure of GaP/Si, we chose a supercell con-
taining 16 atomic layers. We initially constructed this supercell using tetragonal 001
supercells containing 32 Ga and P atoms, which were cleaved from a crystalline GaP
structure in the zinc blende form with an experimental lattice constant of 5.45 A˚
(a0), at room temperature. The atoms within the second half of the supercell were
completely replaced by Si atoms in order to obtain the GaP/Si supercell (Fig. 6.1).
The dimensions of the supercell were a = b = a0 and c = 4a0. Following the previous
studies [184, 225, 226], the supercell was purposefully chosen to be longer in the z
direction to ensure that the interfaces do not see each other, and that the electronic
structure of each material is recovered in the middle of its own side. We checked the
latter condition by performing projected density of states (PDOS) analysis. After
obtaining a supercell, we fixed the volume of the supercell, and then performed DFT
calculations on the supercell so as to optimize the atomic structure and obtain the
electronic properties.
We checked the accuracy of our DFT method by carrying out calculations of
the charge density, electrostatic potential, and valence band offset of the well-known
AlAs/GaAs heterojunction modeled by our supercell approach where we found a
good agreement between our results and the obtained results in the previous study
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Figure 6.1: The atomic structure of the GaP/Si(001) supercell. The purple, yellow,
and blue atoms correspond to Ga, P, and Si atoms, respectively. The arrow shows
the z direction. The supercell consists of two types of interfaces: P-Si and Ga-Si.
[226]. We also found good agreement between our calculated and experimental va-
lence band offsets for the GaP/Si heterojunction, as discussed in next section. Test
calculations were also performed with the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) exchange-
correlation functional rather than the PBE functional on the GaP/Si supercell, where
we found negligible difference in the general form of the electronic structure. Calcula-
tions were also carried out on AlP/Si heterojunctions in order to check the robustness
of our results for other III-V/Si heterojunctions, where we found similar results for
AlP/Si supercells as for GaP/Si.
In order to obtain the supercell structure of hydrogenated GaP/Si (GaP/Si:H)
with 3% H (at.%=3), a single hydrogen atom was added to a fully relaxed supercell of
GaP/Si with 32 atoms. Since the hydrogen atom can initially bond to any of the 32
atoms in the supercell, we carried out ion relaxation calculations at the DFT level on
all the 32 possible configurations. The configuration with the lowest energy obtained
from the ion relaxation calculations was then chosen as the most stable configura-
tion. A similar procedure was performed for finding the most stable configuration of
GaP/Si:H with 6% H, with the only difference being that a second hydrogen atom
was added to the most stable configuration of GaP/Si:H with 3% H and the lowest
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Figure 6.2: The atomic structure of the energetically most stable configuration of
the GaP/Si:H supercell with H at.%=6. The purple, yellow, blue, and white atoms
correspond to Ga, P, Si, and H atoms, respectively. At the P-Si interface, H atoms are
only bonded to Si atoms due to the presence of the excess electron on the P atoms,
but at the Ga-Si interface, H atoms are bonded to both Ga and Si atoms due to the
deficiency of electrons in Ga atoms.
energy configuration found by a similar approach. The same strategy was used for
generating GaP/Si:H with higher hydrogen concentrations (8.5% and 11.0%). Here,
the atomic percentage of H is calculated for the whole supercell. For example, in the
case of two H atoms in the supercell, since there are 34 atoms in the supercell, the H
concentration is 6% (2/34×100%). In fact, the calculated concentration mentioned
here is a volumetric concentration. However, since we have only 2 atoms in each xy
plane of the supercell, for each H atom located at the interface, the surface atomic
concentration of H would be 50%, if they are located there, which turns out to be the
case in terms of the most energetically favorable positions for the H atoms.
6.2 Results
Figure 6.2 shows the GaP/Si:H supercell with 6% H, in its most stable configuration.
In this energetically favored configuration, H atoms are only bonded to the atoms
located at the interface layers. This H addition behavior is not unexpected. The
presence of thermodynamically quite stable crystalline forms of GaP and Si on both
sides of the interface implies that the H atoms in the most stable configurations bond
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to atoms close to the interface, where the symmetry is broken.
The GaP/Si (001) supercell modeled in this study consists of two different
types of interfaces, as shown in Fig. 6.1. 1 and 2. At one interface, P atoms only
bond to Si atoms, while at the other, Ga atoms only bond to Si atoms. The relaxed
bond lengths for P-Si and Ga-Si were found to be 2.42 A˚ and 2.30 A˚, which are
slightly different from the ideal bond lengths in bulk GaP and Si (2.35 A˚). These
bond lengths correspond to a 2% contraction of the P-Si bond and 3% expansion of
the Ga-Si bond relative to the bond lengths present in bulk GaP and Si. The presence
of these strained bonds explains why H preferentially bonds to interface atoms rather
than bulk atoms in the supercell in terms of the lowest energy state.
As mentioned earlier, the interfaces of the GaP/Si(001) heterojunctions are
heterovalent since the P-Si interface consists of group V and group IV bonding con-
figuration, while the Ga-Si interface consists of group III and group IV bonding
configuration. Therefore, there is a 1/4 electron excess for the Si-P interface and
a 1/4 electron deficiency for the Si-Ga interface. This electron excess/deficiency is
equivalent to a floating/dangling bond, which is a source of instability in the atomic
structure. This instability could be another reason for preferential H bonding at the
interface of GaP/Si heterojunctions. Due to the excess electron on P atoms, H is only
bonded to the Si atoms of the P-Si bond, but due to the electron deficiency of Ga,
H bonds to the Ga (with the bond length of 1.82 A˚) and Si (with the bond length of
1.58 A˚) atoms of the Ga-Si bond. As seen in Fig. 6.2, the H atom makes a bridge
between two atoms at the interface, consistent with the ECM model discussed in the
introduction. It is well known that H atoms bridge between two atoms in a molecule
or a network of atoms under high strain, which lead to higher stability. There are
many stable compounds with such H bonding [227]; some well known ones are Di-
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borane (B2H6), Digallane (Ga2H6), polymeric hydride of Aluminum ((AlH3)n) and
hydrogenated amorphous Silicon (a-Si:H). We observe that this H addition causes
the average P-Si and Ga-Si bond length to become longer and shorter, respectively,
with respect to their un-hydrogenated form.
Figure 6.3 shows the energy phase diagram of the supercell during the H
addition process. As seen in Fig. 3, the GaP/Si(001) initially gets more stable after
each H addition. However we observe that at 6% H (when each interface gets one H
atom, Fig. 6.2), the highest stability (2.4 eV) is realized. For the case of having one
H atom (3%) in the supercell, in the most stable configuration, the H atom bonds to
the Ga-Si interface. For the case of having two H atoms (6%) in the supercell, in the
most stable configuration, H atom bonds to the P-Si interface. Finally, the third and
fourth H atom bonds to the Ga-Si interface and to the third H, respectively. This
result shows that after adding the fourth H atom, there is no bond between this fourth
H atom and either of the interfaces; instead the extra H atom makes a bond with the
third inserted H atom to form a H2 molecule close to the interface, implying that we
have reach a saturation point. Therefore, we stopped the H addition after inserting
fourth H atom in the supercell, as there was no further benefit. It is worth noting
that the energy difference between the first and the second most stable configurations
is 0.20, 0.15, 0.19, and 0.27 eV for the case of having one, two, three, and four H
atoms in the supercell, respectively.
As mentioned earlier, the details of the electronic properties of heterojunctions
are extremely important for their functionality. In order to investigate the effect of H
addition on the electronic structure, we carried out electronic structure calculations
on GaP and Si in the bulk phase and also on GaP/Si and GaP/Si:H (with 6% H)
heterojunctions. Figure 6.4a illustrates the electronic density of states (EDOS) of
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Figure 6.3: The energy phase diagram of GaP/Si(001) supercell during H addition.
E is the energy change after each H addition.
bulk GaP and Si calculated using the DFT method described in the previous section.
As seen in Fig. 6.4a, both the crystalline forms of bulk GaP and Si show clear valence
band to conduction band energy gaps, and no states in the gaps, as expected. Since
both GaP and Si are semiconductor materials, their Fermi energy levels are located
at their respective valence band edges. The band-gap regions are 0.0-1.82 eV and
0.96-1.62 eV for bulk GaP and Si, respectively. Therefore, the bandgaps of GaP
and Si overlap in the energy range of the Si bandgap, corresponding to a type I
heterojunction. The calculated band-gaps are 1.82 eV and 0.66 eV for GaP and Si,
respectively, smaller than the experimental values due to the well-known band-gap
underestimation problem in conventional DFT.
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Figure 6.4: The electronic density of states of a) GaP vs. Si and b) GaP/Si vs.
GaP/Si:H. Both GaP and Si have a clear band gap from 0.0-1.82 eV and 0.96-1.62
eV, respectively, and their Fermi energy levels are the edge of valence bands. Although
the unpassivated GaP/Si hetrojunction contains many mid-gap states in the common
forbidden band gap of its constituents, H modification of the interface reduces these
mid-gap states, and shifts the Fermi energy level from forbidden gap to the valence
band edge. We choose the reference energy to be the Fermi energy of the bulk GaP.
Figure 6.4b illustrates the EDOS of GaP/Si and GaP/Si:H heterojunction
which are obtained from the DFT calculations performed on the GaP/Si(001) and
GaP/Si:H supercell. In the simple picture, we expect that the EDOS of a GaP/Si
heterojunction formed from crystalline GaP deposited on crystalline Si(001) should
be a linear combination of the EDOS of bulk GaP and Si, which is what we observe
in the electronically matched AlAs/GaAs supercell case. In comparing between the
calculated EDOS plot of GaP/Si (Fig. 6.4b) and bulk GaP and Si (Fig. 4a), we
see that the general form of the EDOS plot of the GaP heterojunction is almost a
combination of the EDOS of its constituents. The main difference is that there is
no bandgap, and that mid gap states exist in the overlap gap (0.96-1.62) between
GaP and Si. As seen, the Fermi energy level is located in the forbidden gap. A
comparison of the EDOS of the most stable configuration of GaP/Si:H with that of
the GaP/Si heterojunction in Fig. 6.4b shows that the addition of hydrogen to the
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Figure 6.5: The atomic structure of the GaP/Si(001) supercell with a) the intermixed
interface and b) with terraced interface. The purple, yellow, and blue atoms corre-
spond to Ga, P, and Si atoms, respectively. C) The electronic density of states of
GaP/Si(001) with different interface atomic structure.
interface atoms significantly reduces the mid-gap state density. This H addition shifts
the Fermi energy level to lower energies from the mid-gap to the valence band edge.
Although it has been experimentally demonstrated that the GaP/Si(001) in-
terface is typically abrupt [228], it has been proposed that the intermixed [229, 230]
or terraced [231] GaP/Si(100) heterojunctions is thermodynamically more favorable
than the abrupt one. Therefore, we performed the same calculations on intermixed
(compensated) and terraced interfaces in order to compare the EDOS of the abrupt
and hydrogenated structures with those of compensated and terraced interfaces. Fig-
ures 6.5a and 6.5b illustrate the supercells that we constructed for generating com-
pensated and terraced interfaces, respectively. Figure 6.5c shows the EDOS obtained
from compensated and terraced interfaces in comparison with that of an abrupt in-
terface with and without H passivation. As seen in Fig. 6.5c we obtained the highest
midgap state reduction for the hydrogenated abrupt interface as well as with the un-
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hydrogenated fully compensated (intermixed) interface, as compared with the abrupt
non-compensated interface. This reduction in interface state density with intermix-
ing has been reported earlier [231], and as can be seen, the integrated density of
states at midgap is roughly similar between the hydrogenated and the intermixed
case, although there are differences in the distribution with energy. In fact, over the
range of energies corresponding the Si bandgap (0.96-1.62 eV), the density of states
of the hydrogenated abrupt interface is consistently lower than the intermixed case.
Interestingly, for any amount of terracing at the interface, the interface state density
degrades to that of the uncompensated abrupt interface, signifying that the advan-
tages of intermixing are lost once terraces start to form. Our calculations showed
that the hydrogenated abrupt GaP/Si(001) heterojunctions is more stable than the
intermixed and terraced ones by 0.04 and 0.03 eV/atom, respectively. This higher sta-
bility could explain the relatively lower midgap state density for hydrogenated abrupt
interface compared to those of intermixed and terraced interfaces. Hydrogenation of
the intermixed interface has no substantial effect in reducing the midgap states, as
expected since the intermixing already provides charge rebalancing. However, hydro-
genation of the terraced interfaces, based on preliminary studies, did not significantly
improve the midgap state density.
In order to investigate the atomic origin of the mid-gap states at the GaP/Si
interface with and without hydrogenation, we performed an integrated densities of
states (IDOS) analysis. The range of energy used for calculating the IDOS cor-
responds to the bulk bandgap of Si, 0.96-1.62 eV. The IDOS plot is depicted in
Fig. 6.6. As seen, almost all the mid-gap states stem from the atoms at the interface.
The presence of these mid-gap states in the EDOS of the GaP/Si heterojunction may
be explained by an electron excess or deficiency, depending on the interface atom,
as discussed earlier. The electron excess and deficiency cause floating and dangling
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Figure 6.6: The integrated density of state (IDOS) of GaP/Si(001) in the (001)
direction for the range of common forbidden gap of bulk GaP and Si. The two sharp
peaks reveal the significant contribution of the atoms close to the P-Si and Ga-Si
interfaces in creating mid-gap state density in the electronic structure of GaP/Si
heterojunction.
bonds, respectively, which are the most important sources of defect states in the bulk,
surface and interface of materials. These bonds usually result in a high density of
electronic state in the forbidden gap. H atoms, on the other hand, can significantly
reduce the mid-gap state density by passivating these floating and dangling bonds.
As shown in Fig. 6.6, the IDOS with H reduces to zero on this linear plot.
We also examined the effect of H addition on the electron charge density
distribution at the interface of GaP/Si. Figure 6.7a, b show the planar average of
the electron charge density for abrupt Si-P, abrupt Ga-Si, and hydrogenated interface
structures. The density was averaged in the plane (XY) over the two atomic layers and
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divided by the volume of the supercell and the total number of Ga, P, and Si atoms
(32) plotted along the (001) (z) direction. As shown in Fig. 6.7a, there is an electron
charge accumulation at the P-Si interface and an electron charge depletion at the
Ga-Si interface of GaP/Si(001), which produces band bending at the uncompensated
interfaces, and a high electric field in the supercell. By adding H to the interface,
this electron charge accumulation and depletion (Figs. 6.7a and 6.7b) changes to a
typical macroscopic interface dipole [226]. This change can significantly influence the
electrostatic potential line-up along the supercell and consequently change the band
offset.
Figures 6.7c and 6.7d illustrate the macroscopic electrostatic potential energy
dependency of the GaP/Si heterojunction along the (001) direction of the GaP/Si
supercells without and with H, respectively. As can be seen, for supercells with-
out hydrogen, the electrostatic potential energy shows a strong linear variation from
one interface to another, whereas in the H containing system, the electrostatic po-
tential energy is constant in the bulk. This linear dependency of the electrostatic
potential might be the reason for the observation of different valence band offsets in
GaP/Si(001) heterojunctions experimentally [200, 232–236]. The linear dependence
of electrostatic potential is due to the large amount of partial charges accumulating
at the interfaces [196, 200, 224]. However, the addition of H and the resulting dipole
nature to the interface leads to a constant electrostatic potential. Based on the elec-
trostatic potential energy change including the interface dipole contribution, we find
the GaP/Si:H valence band offset to be 1.12 eV. Although there are a wide range of
reported band offsets for the GaP/Si(001) heterojunction, our calculated band offset
is consistent with the measured band offset reported by Sakata et al. and Roychowd-
hury et al. [232, 233]. The calculated valence band offset is consistent with the fact
that the GaP on Si layer may serve as a carrier selective contact [237]. In terms of
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Figure 6.7: The macroscopic averaged number of electrons per cell per atom of
GaP/Si(001) in the (001) direction for (a) without H and (b) with H. The macroscopic
averaged electrostatic potential of GaP/Si(001) in the (001) direction for (c) without
H and (d) with H. The Si-P and Ga-Si interfaces lie at 5.35 and 15 , respectively.
The electronic charge density shape and electrostatic potential energy shape at the
interfaces significantly vary with inserting H atoms.
this application, we believe that H atoms may tune the band offset of GaP/Si(001)
heterojunction, by changing the charge distribution and passivating interface states.
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Chapter 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
As the first part of my work, a well-defined MD-DFT method was perfomed to obtain
the stable configuration of a-Si and a-Si:H. A good agreement between the calculated
and experimental RDF indicates the validity of our structures to model the electronic
properties of a-Si and a-Si:H. we found that, in the stable configurations, the addition
of hydrogen atoms to a-Si leads to a decrease in midgap and band tail state density
not only by passivating dangling bonds but also by removing strained-bonds. The
calculated IPR factors using Kohn-Sham wavefunctions obtained from DFT calcula-
tions performed on different a-Si structures also indicated the importance of strained-
bond in creating localized states. We found that the hydrogen atoms addition could
extremely decrease the localization of orbitals in the mobility gap in the stable con-
figurations but could be a source of extra midgap states and orbital localization in
the less stable configurations. Based on the calculated localization in valance and
conduction band tails, we also realized that a-Si:H can behave as different type of
selective barriers in different H concentrations and different atomic configurations.
Therefore, our results show the crucial importance of H concentration and annealing
process in fabrication of a-Si:H-based HIT solar cells with high open circuit voltage.
As the second part of my work, the stable configuration of a-Si/c-Si and a-
Si:H/c-Si were obtained using the previous MD-DFT method. The calculated RDF
and DOS plots were in good agreement with experimental results which indicates
the validity of our structures to model the electronic properties of a-Si/c-Si and a-
Si:H/c-Si. The computed DOS plots obtained from DFT calculations performed on
different configuration of a-Si:H/c-Si structures indicated H inserting always decrease
the density of state in the forbidden gap and band tails but the amount of this
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reduction depends on the H binding configuration. We found that in the most stable
configurations we have the most in-gap and band-tail state reduction. By calculating
IPR factors using Kohn-Sham wavefunctions and projecting DOS inside the band gap
and mobility gap, we found that both H presence and its binding configuration are
critical in determining the density of localized-defect states specially at the interface.
Using band diagram calculation based on potential line-up method, we also found
that although the hydrogen atoms similarly change the general form of band-diagram
of a-Si/c-Si heterostructure for the all configuration, but the amount of band-bending
depends on the configuration with the amount several tens of meV. Therefore, our
results show the crucial importance of H concentration and annealing process in
fabrication of a-Si:H-based HIT solar cells with high open circuit voltage.
As third part of my work, DFT calculation was performed on GaP/Si(001)
hetrojunction as a prototype of lattice match III-V on Si hetrojunction in order to
study their electronic properties. Low recombination and low defect GaP/Si inter-
faces are important in increasing the efficiency of Si-based solar cells. Despite being
closely lattice matched, our results show that the abrupt GaP/Si interface contains
a high-density interface states. These interfaces are improved with the addition of
H, which substantially reduces the interface state density. The addition of hydrogen
also changes the electrostatic potential at the interface, reducing the magnitude of
the peaks. We also compared the electronic properties of the abrupt GaP/Si(001)
heterojunction with and without H passivation to that of intermixed and terraced
interfaces. We find that the hydrogenated abrupt GaP/Si(001) interface is ther-
modynamically more stable than both the intermixed and terraced interfaces. The
reduction in the density of midgap states is similar between the H-passivated abrupt
interface and the fully intermixed case of alternating cation and anions, with the
H-passivated interface having a lower interface state density in the range of the Si
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bandgap. However, any degree of terracing leads to high midgap density of states,
similar to the abrupt unhydrogenated case. Overall, our results could explain the
experimental results which to date giving relatively low open circuit voltages due to
high recombination at the GaP/Si interfaces without either inter-diffusion or an a-Si
interlayer [192, 238–240]. Further, the results show that the inclusion of hydrogen
at the interface would be highly beneficial for realizing a low density of states at
the interface, reducing recombination. In addition, we believe that the presence of
H could provide additional stabilization of the GaP/Si (001) interface, which could
reduce other structural defects such as antiphase disorder, micro-twins, dislocations,
imperfect 3D nucleation/rough, etc., leading to improved photovoltaic performance.
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